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This thesis aadresses tne problem oi designing 2-D 
linear phase, * Finite Impulse Response (Flh) digital filters 
and its applications- Tae tasK. Las been ca'rried out in two 
parts.
The first part deals with the well established 
techniques of transformation or 1-D filters and windoviaq-
Zxamples of filters designed using these approaches are*•
provided.
The second part of the tr.esis exanii.es application of 
these filters in image processing. The inpleaentaion of the 
'filter is carried out using the hiqn speed NTT convolver, 
which constitutes part of the image processing system built 
around the SEL 32/27 minicomputer. The filters designed 
perform smoothing, sharpening and enhancement of images.
The discussion also reviews various FIS digital filter 
desiqn techniques and the functional description or the 
image processing • system-
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Chapter I 
IHTBODUCTIOH
The use of diqital filters tor signal processinq 
applications is becoaiaq widespread. As the cost or diqital 
components decreases further and the technoloqy improves, 
this trend wall continue, making diqital siqnal processinq 
even more attractive. Amcnq tne applications of diqital 
filters are speecn processinq, imaqe'processinq and seismic 
processinq.
Linear rime-invariant diqital filters can be divided 
into two classes dependinq on tne duration or the filter's
impulse response : infinite duration impulse response (Ila)
o
filters ( also known as recursive filters ) and finite 
duration impulse response {flK) rilters {also called 
nonrecursive or transversal filters ). In this thesis only 
FIS linear phase rilters will be considered, since the FIE 
filters nave some properties which are more attractive for 
siqnal processinq applications. Amonq these features are the 
possibility of havinq exact linear -phase, the lack oi any 
stability problem, and tne essence of limit cycles in the 
actual finite word lenqth implementation of tne filter- The 
latter two considerations are crucial in the syntnesis of 
112 filters.
-  1 -
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Another classification of diqital filters canJ be made 
in* terns of the dimensions of the filter- For example, a 
filter which processes samples oi a time duration is a one­
dimensional (1-D) riltec because the data is a function of 
one indepep^ent variable, time- Cn the other hand, a filter
J •
which processes data wnich is a runction of two independent- 
variables is called a two-dimensional (2-D) filter- For 
example, imaqe processinq is a 2-D filterinq operation in 
which the two independent variables are the two spatial co- 
ordinates of the imaqe; whereas, seismic processinq is
4another 2-D filterinq operation where the independent 
variables are time and spatial location of the qecphone 
sensors.
This thesis will develop methods for the desiqn of
optimal. Chebychev (or min-max) FIS linear phase filters and
the desiqn of wiadowinq technique which can oe used with the
♦
Imaqe processinq system built around the SEL 32/27 computer 
in this Department for Diqital Imaqe Processinq 
applications- In this context, tne word "desiqn” means 
calculation of the impulse response coefficients in order to 
approximate a desired ideal frequency response.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3
HISTOBY OF THE 1PPBCXIHATIOM  ̂PBOBLBH
The methods for the 1-D and 2-D diqital filter desiqn 
are presently m  an advanced state of. development. After 
tracinq the development or the 1-D problem, it is easy to 
see that 2-D desiqn follows a parallel course.
1.1.1 1-D FIB diqital filtefc design techniques
Initial methods for filter design attempted to derive 
the coefficients or the 1-D diqital filter to approximate an 
ideal desired frequency response in a Fourier series and to 
truncate the series to the desired filter length. The 
resultinq filter desiqn minimized the least-squares error 
between the desired response and the filter response. 
However,xthe Chebychev error (the maximum absolute value of 
the error) from tnis approacn is too iarqe, due to the Gibos 
phenomenon wnich occurs because of trunctation of a 
previously desiqned impulse response.
The technique or windowing f1],f2] seeKS to reduce the 
Ginbs phenomenon oy modifying tne coefficients of the 
Fourier series. Tnis technique is based on the tact that 
multiplication in the time dcnain corresponds to convolution 
in the frequency domain. Among tne more popular windows are 
the Kaiser window, the Hamming window and the Hanning
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
N
window, windowing is an analytical technique, whereas the 
follovinq optimization techniques are iterative in nature.
In 1969 Gold and Jordan [31 suqqested a technique 
wherein the desiqn is carriedout in the frequency domain by 
prescribing tne £requ«incy response at equally spaced points 
to be one in*the passbansd and zero in the stopband for 
lowpass rilters. One, twc or tnrte points are left free in 
the reqion between the passtand- and stopband. Then the 
stopband deviation is minimized by the choice of the 
transtion points. This is a linear proqramminq problem with 
very few independent variables, but a larqe number of 
constraints. Rabiner, Gold and ttcGoneqal [hi describe the 
method in detail and provide a table of filters- It should 
be noted that since only the stopband deviation is being 
minimized, it is not possible to control the passband 
deviatio n.
A year later Herrmann [51 observed that if one wanted a 
Chebychev like approximation, then the filter*s freguehcy 
response must nave an equiripple behaviour. After assumminq 
symmetry of the impulse response and fixing tne passband and 
stopband deviations and the number of ripples in each band,
to
it is possible to write down a set of nonlinear equations 
which completely describes the filter. Herrmann proceeded 
to solve tnese equations directly usinq an iterative descent 
method.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
In view o: liter results [ol, it is possible to show 
that the rilters of Hermann are a restricted subset of 
optimal min-max filters, and hence are called extraripple 
filters, one drawback of this ipproach is that it is not 
possible to know a priori the locations of the passband and 
stopband cutoff frequencies.
Parks and McClellan fol formulated the low pass 
approximation problem as one or the weighted Chebychev 
approximation or tne desired response on two disioint 
intervals, the passoaad and the stopband with a transition 
band left unspecified. Follcwmq Herrmann, tne impulse 
response was assumed symmetric, giving a linear pnase filter 
and also reducinq the approximation problem to a real 
approximation problem. Necessary and surficient conditions 
were obtained from the alternation theroem [71, and the 
Reaez exchange algoritnm [2 ],fSl was demonstrated as an 
efrective tool for tne computation or these optimal filters.
In 1972 Rabiner [9] illustrated that the linear 
programming orierea an alternative method for computing the 
best Cnebycnev approximation. Althouqh linear programming 
is flexible and can be used to approximate a wide variety of 
desired rilter shapes, it is comparitively slow and hence, 
tne lenqtn or the filter it can desiqn is limited-
In 1979, Steiglitz [10 1 has shewn the possibility of 
addinq extra constraints in tne frequency domain and apply 
the technique to t<he filter desiqn of FIR filters whose
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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response in passbands is constrained to be mcnotonically 
decreasing or increasing.
Kodek fill presented the results to desiqn optinal 
finite word lenqth FIS rilters using general purpose inteqer 
programming techniques. In I" 12 1 FIH diqital filters ■with, 
discrete coefficient values selected from the power—of-two 
space are designed usinq the metnods of inteqer programming. 
The above history is that of the 1-0 desiqn problem.
1- 1-2
2-0 FIB diqital filter design techniqaes
Similar to 1-D FIS filter desiqn, techniques have been 
explored in the case of 2-D filters also. Huang f 13] has 
extended the wiadowinq tecnnique to two dimensions for 
circularly symmetric windows.
Another two-dimensional FIS filter aesiqXi_^method is the 
frequency sampling metuod developed by Hu and Rabiner [14]. 
When a filter is designed by frequency samplinq the DFT 
rrequency domain coefficients corresponding to pass-bands 
and stop-bands, are fixed. The error of the approximation is 
minimized with respect to the transition band DFT 
coefficients. The impulse response coefficients are then 
calculated ay taking the inverse DFT.' An advantage of this 
filter- design metnod is that it can be used to approximate 
any ireguency response. This aetnod consumes lot of 
computation time, nut not as muca time as a minimax method.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Stocknam, Cannon and Inqeb'retsen { 15] found how to 
identify the degrading siqnal, when it is not Juio-wa, and now 
to remove it tnrouqh a second convolution, which is known as 
a deconvolution. Lewis and Saitrison [16 1 have used Hiener 
filters to reduce the noise and optical distortion in 
electron micrographs.
Manry and Aqqarwal [17 1 suggested a new technique for 
tne desiqn of 2-D FIK fiters with non rectanqular arrays. 
Here a hiqh-order impulse response array oi the desired 
filter is optimally trunctated to qive a low-order impulse 
response array.
Ha-jan and Swaoy [1dl made a modification to tne 
McClellan transformation method used for tne desiqn of 2-D 
circularly symmetric FIH diqital filters from 1-D filters is 
described. This noaification entails tne embedding of 
variable paramerters in the different transformations 
applied to tne different factors of the 1-D reference 
function.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Signals And systems Laboratory in the Electrical 
Engineering department at the university of Winasor has 
developed an Imaqe Processinq System. It consists of tne 
main computational element (SSL 32/27} a high speed 
convolution filter, a video camera and a digitizer, colour
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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imaqe display system witn touch screen input, colour printer 
plotter, 32 H Byte hard disk and a 1.2 H Byte floppy 
diskette, EPEOil programmer ana system console.
The work' was accomplished as a group effort. Each 
member of the group was assiqned a unique ion: such as 
designing the video diqiticer,.interfacinq the colour 
printer to the SEL computer, interfacing imaqe display 
system, desiqn of the convolution filter etc. Finally the 
individual units were integrated to form the total imaqe 
processinq system. More details about this image processing
system are given in the next chapter-
/
1.2.1 Contribution of this Besearch
As a member of the above aentioned group the work
assiqned to me can be stated in two parts-
1.2. 1.1 Part I
1. Investigation of various two dimensional FIR filter 
design tecnniques.
2. Compute filter coefficients for our specific 
— requirements using desiqn techniques that are
inves tigated.
3. Develop algorithms for scalinq the filter 
coefficients and to compute their Number Theoretic 
Transform-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1. Develop di^orithns for uransitrrii.q the NTT or filter 
coo f i icrcn ts to tiie ai^u speou NTT convolutional filter, 
5 -Develop algorithms tot ti-ansfocrinq image data to and 
from tno
NTT convolver-
1 - 2- 1-2
Part II
%Testing ci the above alqoriturns or. different images- 
To investigate the effects on images of the various 
types of filters as follows:
■a) Based on tne filtering procedure obtain 2-D 
lowpass falter, 2-D highpass filter and 2-D 
bandpass filter. 
t-) Obtain the three faltered images usrnq the above 
coefficients and tne NTT convolver, 
c) Observe image scoottrnq, image sharpening and
image ennancement effects by filtering operation-
Thesis organization
Chapter II explains individual units in the Image 
processing system nuilt around the SEL 32/27 computer- 
Diiferei.t IIL filter design techniques that are 
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Chapter IV discusses about the NTT convolutional filter 
as a part of the imaqe processinq system and the application 
of tne 2-D FIR filter desiqn usinq our imaqe processinq 
system.
^he results of the above *orfc are discussed in Chapter
v




In this cnapter tne details or the imaqe processinq 
system, developed oy the Signals and Systems laboratory at 
The University Jf Winusor, are qiven. The aim or this system 
i s ^ o  develop the solutions to quality control imaqe 
processinq problems. The central element of tne system is a 
SEL 32/27 processor, whicn was cncsea because or its larqe 
direct memory access, hiqn spe ed processinq power and in 
particular its-hiqn throuqhput rate.
2-2 SYSTEM OBGAHIZATION
Fiq.2 .1. snows tne orqauiiition of the intelliqent
imaqe processinq system. It consists of the main
computational element (SEL 32/27), niqh speed N’TT
convolutional filter, a video camera and illuainaticn
control, colour imaqe display system with touch screen
( , 
input, colour printer/plotter ,etc . The SEL 32/27 is the
primary computational element of the imaqe processing system
and tne hiqn speed convolution filter is used for pre­
processing the images .
-  1 1 -









































The operation or the image processinq system is. 
controlled throuqh the system console- Tne touch screen 
input can also tie used tor specifying various functions 
as diqitizinq, tilterinq, display etc.. By activatinq the 
digitize runqtion rrom tne touch screen or tne system 
console, the imaqe or the part under inspection is 
digitized- The NTT convolutional nit e r  is used to pre 
-process the inaqe and is also used tor template matchinq 
durinq the flaw detection process. The purpose of the imaqe 
display system is to convert an image stored in a section of 
the SEL 32/27 memory into either a black, and white composite 
video for a qrey level aisplay or to qenerate S , G and B 
siqnals for a pseudo colour display . The display of the 
processed inaqes or the parts under inspection is of qreat 
importance for tne developement and verification of various 
imaqe processinq alqorithms. An AYDIN 5216 Imaqe display 
system has seen acquired for this purpose. It has got the 
capability or displaying a 512 X 512 image. A touch screen 
input device nas oeen mounted on tne display system which 
allows even an untrained person to. use tne imaqe processinq 
system .
The plotter is used to qenerate aard copies or the 
images of different parts . A TBILOG 100 colour 
plotter/printer has neen acquired ror this purpose . The 
plotter/printer system can plot images in colour on ordinary 
paper and also can be used for general purpose printing .
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The previous siqnal prccessinq system. Data General 
NOVA 840 computer, is interfaced with the SEL machine to 
facilitate the transferring of imaqe processinq algorithms 
that were already developed. The EPHOM Programmer is used to 
proqram the EPSOSs required for implementation of residue 
arithmetic operations witnin tne convoution filter.
2.3 SSL 32/27 aiNI-COHPOTER
The SEL 32/27 is -the basic computational element of the
Imaqe Processinq- System. It consists ox a 32-bit processor,
512 K Bytes or MOS Memory, an input/output Processor, 32 H
Bytes nard disc drive, 1-2 Ji 3ytes floppy diskette drive, a
hiqn speed data interface, interlaces for 'the Line Printer/
Floppy Disc, Imaqe Display System and a general purpose
communication mutiplexer. To facilitate the developement of
different image processirg algorithms a Multitasking 
£Executive (MPX-32), Fortran 77 compiler and an Assembler 
have also been incorporated into the image processinq 
system.
The SEL 32/27 components are interconnected via two
buses , the SEL Bus and the MP B u s . The SEL bus is a- high
speed 32-bit synchronous bus that can transfer data at tne
\rate of 26.b7 M aytes per sec. and each module connected to 
tee SEL bus is assigned a unique priority. The Multipurpose
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(M?) bus is a medium speed 16-bit asynchronous bus that can 
transfer I/O data at the rate' of 1.5 3 Bytes per sec .
2.4 HIGH SPEBD NTT COHVCIOTICIUL FILTER
v
The high speea NTT convolutional filter is the 2nd 
computational element of tee image processing system. It is 
used to pre-process the imaqe of the part under inspection 
and is also used for template matchinq during the flaw 
detection procedures- The desiqn of the convolution filter 
is based on tne Signals and systems group researches into 
Number Theoretic hardware techniques and is implemented via 
a 2-D , radix-2 NTT computational algorithm. The entire 
n i t e r  has been constructed with EPROM’s, adders, reqisters,
4
two 123 X 123 word memory buffers and a 123 X 123 word 
coefficent memory. The filtering operation is performed by 
tajcinq the NTT of the image, multiplying this by the NTT of 
the filter impulse response and then -taking tne inverse NTT 
of the product.
The NTT convolutional filter hardware is organized to 
compute the circular convolution of 123 X 128 imaqe with 123 
X 123 spatial filter kernel. The linear convolution of the 
different sizes or tne images and the filter kernels have 
been implemented via software by using the overlap-save 
technique of sectioned convolutions.
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The convolution filter has neen interfaced to the SSL 
32/27 via the Hiqh Speed Data Interface (HSD)- Taxinq into 
account the I/O rates or of the HSD {3.2 H Bytes per sec.) 
the filter can process an imaqe section of 1?8 X 128 Bytes 
in 83.5 ns. This time does not include the overhead of the 
HSD software handler. Taking this overhead into account and 
the software overnead of tne overlap save alqorithm a 
rilterinq time of 0.8 sec is required t o .filter a 256 x 256 
imaqe by a 17 x 17 spatial filter kernel -
2.5 7IDBO DIGITIZER
The basic function of the video diqitizer is to 
digitize the imaqe or the part under inspection. A Hamamatsu 
C1000 special purpose camera is used for qatnerinq the 
imaqe. The camera is specially designed for use with 
digital computers and imaqe processing hardware. The number 
of scanninq lines in a field is in powers of two i.e. 256, 
512 or 1024. The incoming siqnal from the camera which 
represents tne brrgntness of the picture at different 
points, is sampled and quantized. The operation of sampling 
and quantizing is performed by the A/D converter within the 
• video diqitizer. The output of the A/D converter is 8 bit 
digitized data -
The design of the video diqitizer is based on the basic 
principle that sampling is-done only during the periods when
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the dCtaal video signal is presett, and it is stopped during 
tue blanxinq periods. Tne circuitry consists or counters, 
comparators, decoders and memory nuifers etc. Digitized data 
is tcoi.Sicrret: to the' SEL 2^/2/ computet through t..v I* Si; 
interface- The convolution filter and tne digitizer share 
the same HSD interface- 1'iais is of little concern since the 
filterinq and tne image gathering operations car., oe
V
multiplexed without any loss in the computational speed of 
the SEL 32/27 -
The conversion rate of the A/D converter depends cn the 
maximum rate at which digitized data can be transferred tc 
SEL 32/27 computer memory. This rate is 3-3 WHz- To keep 
the output digitized data rate below this value, the 
samplinq period nas been set to 300 ns. At this sampling 
frequency, a 256 X 256 image .can be digitized in two vidicon 
scans of tne camera at about 33 ms.
2-6 DISPLAY UNIT - AYDIN 5216
The AYDIN 5216 is quite sophisticated and is built 
around the INTEL 6086 microprocessor (16 3it) _ Tne firmware 
provided has an instruction set of alphanumeric and graphic 
instructions and it aoes not provide its own operatinq 
system. The standard firmware for AYDIN is provided on one 
card and uy including^another card ior the operating system 
the AYDIN 5216 can be used as a stand alone computer. As an
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alternative to this, the second card may be replaced by the 
operatinq system supplied by a host computer. In this 
configuration the nost communicates with the display unit as 
ir it were a peripheral device of the host.
Tne AYDIN 5216 display at this Department is interfaced 
to the SEL 32/27 tnrouqh a Multipurpose Custom_Interface.
The standard firmware provided accepts commands from the SEL 
computer and executes the necessary codes to generate 
alphanumeric or graphic data- The 5216 has a resolution of 
512 X 512 pixels and upto 256 colours can be displayed on 
the monitor simultaneously- Apart from acceptinq commands 
from the SEL computer, the AYDIN monitor is also capable of 
executinq-commands entered throuqh"its keyboard-
The serial interface for the monitor enables 9600 BPS 
data transfer for loading the pixels in the refresh memory 
of the processor- Individual Red, Green and Blue composite 
outputs having 8 level intensity provide a total of 256 
unique colour comninations. The pseudo colour capability and 
grey level translation is made possible by a RAM lockup 
table-
2-7 COLOUR PRINTER
The TRILOG CQLORPLOT is a unique colour printer capable 
of plottinq in multicolour or Black & Shite on a plain paper 
without any toners- It uses a colour ribbon made up of three
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colour zones .laqenta, Cyan and Yellow- The various colours 
are achieved by interspersing tne colour dots and 
controlling tne dot density by software- A typical example 
would be the interspacing of the yellow and blue dots to 
produce a Jreen tone. The shade of dreen (liqat or dark) tha,t 
can be produced depends on the dot density cf the two 
primary colours.
The combination or three colours is achieved by 
overwrittinq vita the three colours. The reverse feed option 
of the printer is used ror this purpose.
2-8 TODCH SCREEN
The Touch Screen is a unique system providinq an easy 
interaction between an untrained and unskilled person with 
a sopnisticated Computer System. Access to dirferent 
commands and data files is possible by merely touchinq the 
cor rospondinq position on the( screen.
The diqitizer of the toucn screen measures tne touch 
position by measurmq tne voltaqe distribution across the 
conductinq film. Two tain transparent films are mounted in 
front of the CRT oat are kept separated by an insulatinq 
layer at the edqes. When this sandwich is touched, one 
conductinq layer is forced into the other yieldinq an output 
voltaqe proportional to the toucn position. The voltaqe is 
then converted to a ninary number, combined with similar
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^jdata from other axis, filtered and formatted into ASCII 
characters. This data is tken transmitted as a serial 
KS2 32C message.
The touch screen, when operatinq in the continuous 
mode, outputs position data continuously as long as the 
screen is touched. The output is updated approximately 60 
times per second. In the initial touch mode the screen 
outputs data- only on the initial touch. The screen must be 
released before any other output is produced. This feature 
is exploited for MENU selection as continuous mode is likely 
to transmit useless data to the host computer- The touch 
screen can also oe used to operate in a fixed array cf touch 
pads- The messaqe format of the data that is sent to the 
nost is dependent on the mode selected by the user-
In the configuration existing at this department the 
touch screen plays a very important role by providing access 
to the various peripherals and techniques. The touch screen 
here is trained to simulate the Executive for the Imaqe 
""processing work station. It is interfaced to the SEL 
computer through a dedicated 3S232C port.
&




Two-dimensional digital filters are widely used for 
enchancement 01 low quality of imaqes. In con~junction with 
this several approacnes to the desiqn vof nonrecursive (FIR) 
and recursive (IIS) two-dimensional diqital filters have 
been advanced in recent years- It had been reported f19] 
that these filters can be or better value in imaqe 
processinq applications ir they nave linear pnase 
characteristics.
FIR filters nave the advantaqes that they are free of 
stability problems, and that linear phase can easily be 
achieved- hence an investiqaticn has been made into various 
two-aimensionai FIR diqital rilter techniques- The available 
desiqn tecnniques are the window technique r2,13 1, linear 
proqramminq flhl, the muxiaall y-rlat criterion [ 2 0 1, the 
Eemez excnanqe alqoritna [211, or cy transrormation of 1-D 
diqital filters [ 2 2,231-
Two methods wnicn can be used to desiqn lowpass, 
hiqhpass and bandpass two-dimensional FIR linear phase 
diqital filters nave been described in this chapter. The
-  21 -
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first method uses a 1-D Semez exchange algorithm technique 
described in Reference 2- This method yields one-dimensional 
linear phase diqital filters. Then the transformaticn 
technique suggested by McClellan £221 has been used to 
obtain lowpass, hiqhpass and bandpass two-dimensional linear 
phase FIR digital rilters. The second method,
uses a two-dimensional windowing technique in order to 
obtain iovpass, hiqhpass and bandpass two-dimensional linear 
phase FIS diqital rilters. The next chapter explains how to 
use these filter desiqn techniques and the hiqu speed NTT 
convolver ror imaqe processing applications-
3.2 DESIGN OF 1-D LINEAR P5ASB FIB DIGITAL FILTBBS
The four types of linear phase FIS diqital filters are
t
1. Positive symmetry, even lenqth
2- Positive symmetry, odd lenqth 
3. Neqative symmetry, even lenqth and 
h. Neqative symmetry, cad lenqth.
All these four types of filters can be rewritten in a 
common form so tnat a single central computation routine 
(based on tne semez exchange method) can be used to 
calculate tne best approximation in each of the four cases. 
An alqorithm can now be desiqned to calculate the filter 
impulse response.
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3 -2-1 Description of tne design algorithm
As seen iroj fig-3-1, the uesiqn jlqont:.D consists 01 L.;c 
1.C— 1 o v i r u s ho j • s i
1. An input section in whicn the desired frequency 
response, tne weiquting function and the filter 
duration o.re specified.
•v<
2. A formulation of the appropriate equivalent 
approximation problem.
3. Solution or the approximation problem ustng the Semez✓
execnanqe alqoritnm.
b. Calculate the impulse response-
5. Calculate tie frequency response.
Step 1 is the interface uetween the designer and the 
filter design alqorithm. The user communicates the type of 
' the filter to re designed and the particular specifications 
that rust be met. in tne next step the optimal linear phase 
Fla filter is formulated into a Chofcychev approximation 
problem.
In step 3, the hemes exchange algorithm is used in 
order to find tne best approximation to the desired 
frequency response. Here a dense grid of frequency points is 
used to find a set or extremal ffequencies required by the 
alternation theorem [2]- Then this theorem has been applied 
to find the necessary and sufficient conditions in order to 
qet the unique test approximation to t/.e desired frequency 
response. Afterwards the impulse response and the frequency 
response are obtained.

















Print out the Optimal 
Error & Impulse response
Solve the 
Approximation Problem
Fig. p.1 Flock diagram of the general design algorithm.
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A detailed proqram listinq of the qeneralized desiqn proqram 
asinq this alqontnm is qivert in
3.2.2 Exaaples of desiqn
Figures 3.2-3.7 snow the specific examples of use of 
the desiqn program for several typical filters of interest. 
For each of these filters, one fiqure shows the computer 
output listinq of tne impulse response and the other fiqure 
snows a plot or the frequency response.
Example 1- Lowpass Filter
Desiqn a 17-point lowpass' rilter witn passband cutorf
frequency of 0.1 ana stopcand cutoff frequency of 0 . 2 ands.
ripple ratio of 1-0 .
The input parameters for this example are N=17, Fp=Q- 1, 
Fs=0.2, and K=1-0. Fiq.3.2 snows the computer output listinq 
of the impulse response (alonq with the specifications of 
the filter) ana Fiq.3.3 snows the rrequency response of the 
resultinq lowpass rilter. The computational time for 
desiqninq tne desired lowpass filter is 1.1 sec. on the SEL 
computer.
Example 2- Eiqhpass Filter
Desiqn a 17-pomt hiqhpass filter with stopband cutorf 
frequency or 0.1 and passband cutoff frequency of 0.2 and 
ripple ratio of 1.0 .
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FINITE IMPULSE RESPO N S E C F I R 3 




******** i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  ***********
LOWER BAND EDGE 




IEUI ATION IN DB
HC 1 ) r . 1S674§S4E-01 = HC 173
H ( 23 r .4913207 IE — 02 = HC 153
HC 3) = 19S74193E-01 r H C 153
H C 4 3 - 46255221E-01 = HC 14 3
HC 53 r 39S81047E-01 = HC 13.3
HC 63 z .2S795240E-01 II X 12 3
HC 7 3 r .14223689E+00 = HC 11 3
H ( S3 r .25432425E+DO = HC 103
H C 8 3 r .300387232-^00 -h •: C )
BAND 1 BAND- - 5
. 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0  
.100000024 
1 . 0000000,00 





.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
.020443056
EXTERNAL FREQUENCIES
.0000000 .0763888 .1000000 .2000000 ..220S3S2
.2559720 .3215273 .3805549 .4395824 .5000000
* * * * * * * * * * *  *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  X. * * * * *  *  * * * * *  4 : *  *  4 : *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * * * * *  4 : >. *
i-'ir. 3-2 1-D Impulse resr.or.se lor the design of a 17. point lowpass filter.









XHIN « 00000E 00 VniN » .44S43E-06
XHAX - . 49000E 00 VNAX - .10848E 01
' 1-7 ;;r^ouer:c7* r~spor.se for th~ ~si.rr: a
- 17-roirr 7.0’vpgss filoer.
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*:****-*)«: a:**;#:*** He****#: ******: sc*:*******# He**** ******* ****■»<•* A**************)
FINITE IMPULSE R E S P O N S E C F I R )
LINEAR PHASE DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN 
REME2 EXCHANGE ALGORITHM
HIGHPASS FILTER
FILTER LENGTHr 17 -
******** IMPULSE RESPONSE ***********
HC 1 ) r — . 16£747z)6w-0l = H( 17)
HC 2) - -.4913143SE-02 = H C 16 )
H C 3) z .19674134E-01 :Hi 1 C I • -
HC 4 ) z .46255291E-01 = HC 14 )
HC 5 ) z .39680968E-01 r H C 13)
HC 6) z - . 2679S1S2E-01 zHC 12)
H C 7) z -.142236952+00 = H C 11 .’
HC 8) z 25432420E+00 = H C 10)
HC 9) - .693112712+00 = H C 9 '■
BAND 1 BAND
LOWER BAND EDGE -OOOOOOODO .199999966
UPPER BAND EDGE .100000024 .503000000
DESIRED UALUE .000000000 1.000000000
WEIGHTING 1.000000000 1.003000000
DEUIATION .020443056 .020443056
DEUIATIGN IN DE -33.769093015 -33.78909301S
EXTERNAL FREQUENCIES
.0000000 .0763686 .1000000 .2000000 .2206332
.2655720 .3215273 .3805549 .-=395624 .5000000
at******************************************* ************************ n:>
2i£. j>.~ 1 -D Impulse response for the design of a 17- point hiqhpass filter.










3SE 00.00E 00 .98E—01
XF1IN - .00000E 00 VniN - .2SS36E-04
XHAX - . 4S000E 00 YF1AX . 10031E 01
rm# ~ # ̂ c1 *cr c r ^ s ^ o n s ^  ""'ct Y,Yip ~esi. ~r o"f s
17-~cin~ iii~h-psss filter.
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* * * * * * * * * * Jtc * X **: * * * »: ***: * * JK*** He* * ***:***:»: 3K »; *** * * ****** **** ***** *• * * ** * * >
FINITE IMPULSE R E S P O N S E (F I R )
LINEAR PHASE DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN 
REMEZ EXCHANGE ALGORITHM .
BANDPASS FILTER 
FILTER LENGTH: 17
******** IMPULSE RESPONSE ***********
H( 1 ) “ -.326427S EE-01 = H< 17 )
HC 23 z - . 103023S6E—03 = Hi 16)
Hi 3) z .38230658E-01 :H( 15)
Hi 4) r -. 95B44502E-04 = HC 14)
Hi 5) z .78324497E— 01 = HC 13)
HC 6) z -.8B665955E-04 = HC 12)
Hi 7 ) z -. 28762698E+00 :HC 1 1)
HC 8) z - . 19169913E-03 = HC 10)
Hi 9 ) z . 39ei4264E-*-00 = H( 9)
LOWER BAND EDGE 








.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  


















.0833333 .1000000 .2000000 .2173810 .2486109
.2833330 .3000000 .4000000 .4173610 .4555552
3*: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Jfr * * * * * 3k * * * * * * >
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30lc OS 
.2O0E 00 •
. 100E 00 •
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The input parameters for this example are N=17, Fs=0-1,
Fp=Q-2 and K=1.0. Fiq.3-4 snows the computer output listinq
» *
of the impulse response (alonq with the specifications of 
the filter) and Fiq. 3-S .shows the frequency response 
response of the resultinq hiqhpass filter- The computational 
time for desiqninq the desired hiqhpass filter is 1-1 sec- 
on SEL computer.
Example 3- Bandpass Filter
Desiqn a -17-point bandpass filter with stopband cutoff 
frequencies of 0.1 and.0-4 and passband cutoff frequencies 
of 0.2 and 0-3 and with ripple weiqhts of 1 in tne stopbands 
and passband.
The input parameters for this example are N=17,
Fs1=0.1, Fs2=0.4, Fp1=0.3, Fp2=0-4 and K=l-0- Fiq.3.6 shows 
the computer output listinq of the impulse response (alonq 
with the specifications of the filter) and Fiq-3-7 shows the 
frequency response'of the resultinq bandpass filter- The 
computational time for desiqninq the desired bandpass filter
i
is 1.4 sec- on the SEL computer.' _
In the' next section a procedure has neen explained how 
to obtain two-aimensional diqital filters from this one- 
dimensional diqital filter usinq HcClellan transformation-
- — ^
•/
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3-3 BCCLELLAM TRAHSFQRBATIOM FOR 2-D FIR DIGITAL FILTBH -
DESIGH
The approximation problem for tne 2-D diqital filter is 
a much more diincult problem than the corresponding 1-D 
desiqn proolem. Some of the 1-D desiqn techniques have be'en 
extended to two dimensiion [13,141 ; but for other 
techniques -such a generalization appears unlikely. In 
particular, there is no efficient desiqn procedure available 
in two dimensions for min-max filters. Even if the method 
could be extended, the size of-the problem is a nandicap.
For example, the desiqn cf an optimum 31 X 31 FIfi linear 
phase filter involves optimization over 16 X 16 = 256 
parameters.
In view or these dirficulties, it seems appropriate to 
look for methods or— d-esiqn which don’t necessarily yield 
optimal filters, out which are computationally efficient. 
iiithin sucn a class of methods are the windowing [131 and 
the frequency sampling technique [141. The method tc be 
described here is oased on McClellan transformation cf 1-D 
filters [2 2 ].
The technique consists of transforming a 1-D filter 
into a 2—D filter ay a cnanqe of varibles.The class,of 
filter which can be approximated by this method is seme what 
limitea, nut incluaea in the class are many important 
filters, sucn as tnose filters whose magnitude is constant 
over regions or the 2-D frequency plane "(e. q. , lowpass and
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bandpass circularly symmetric filters). The primary 
advantage of this technique is that it is very fast, tecause 
the computing time is devoted almost entirely to the 1-D 
desiqn which is known to te efficient f 6 ].
3.3.1 The transformation
• The McClellan transformation is a transformation of a •
1-D linear Dhase FIR filter into a 2-D linear phase Fid 
filter by a substitution of variables. So this trranfcrmation 
can fce applied to the 1-D linear phase FIR filters designed 
in the previous section-
The frequency response of the 1-D diqital filter of odd 
lenqth, positive symmetry with impulse response h (n) can be 
written as
ri(eiw) - h(G) h (n)£ e ^ e ^
nM- n ( 0 ) 2h (n) coswn- -------(3.1)n«i
and the frequency response of the 2-D filters with impulse
response h(m,n)' can be written as
Ml M2
H (e3wl,eiw3) = £  5Za (a»Q) cosmw 1 cosn w 2  (3-2)
m*o ni-0
The generalized McClellan transformation converts 1-D 
filters of the fora (3.1) into 2-D filters of the form (3.2) 
by means ot tne suostitution
cosw = A coswl cosw2 + 3 cos«1 + C cosw2 + D
----- (3.3)
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The relation between h (n) and h{m,n) can be seen by
rewritinq (3.1) in the form
iw it *H (e ) = ̂  b(a)fcoswl -------(3-4)
it*o
and performing the substitution indicated in (3-3)
N ’
H(eJwl,e^w2) = ZZ b (n) [ A coswl cosw2 + 3 coswl + C cosw2 ♦ Dl 
t\»o
-------- (3 .5)
3y exploitinq the recurrence formula for Cnebychev 
polynomials, this can be written in the form or (3-2) The
2-3 rilter which results rrcn tae transformation is of size 
(2 JN+1 X 2 N + 1 ) .
3-3-2 The Desiqn Procedure ^
1. Obtain the one-dimensional linear phase FIH diqital
filter witn impulse response h(n) and the frequency
M
"response H(e',w) = h{0) + ^ 2  h(n) coswn
■n=i
2- Rewrite the frequency response as 
N n
ri (eJW) = X Z ° ( n) [coswl 
• n » o
3_- Apply tne generalized icCiellan transroraatic r which
converts 1-D filters into 2-D filters oy means of tae
subst itution *•
cosw = A coswl cosw2 + E coswl + C cosw2 ♦ 0-
a) For circularly symmetric filters the constants 
A,B,C and D- are chooser, as A = B = C = -D = 0.5-
b) For far. filters the constants A,3,C and D are 
choosen as A = -3 = 0-5 and C = D = 0.
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3.3.3 Besults of the 2-D design technique 
Example 1- Lowpass filter
Design a lowpass circularly symmetric filter, (with ft=B=C=-D 
=0.5) which is useful for imaqe processing problems, of
spatial filter kernal 17 X 17 witn the followinq
specifications:
2. n y
passband: 0 .0 ^  r ^ 0.2 n r= ( m+wi) a 
stopoand: O.qrr^r-^Tr 
desired value in passband: 1-0
desired -value in stopband: 0- 0 '
maximum allowed deviation -= 0. 1 
As discussed 'in section 3-2 a 17 point 1-D FIB filter was 
desiqned. Then the McClellan transformation has been used 
to covert this* 1-D filter into 2-D filter. Fig.3-8 shows the 
frequency response or the lowpass 2-D FX5 diqital filters. 
The computational time to desiqn this filter is 0-5 sec- on 
the SEL computer-
4
Example 2- Hiqhpass filter
Desiqn a hiqhpass circularly symmetric filter, (with 
A=B=C=-D =0-5) w m c h  is useful for imaqe processing 
problems, of spatial filter Jternal 17 X 17 with the 
followinq specifications:
Zt 2 Vpassband; O.aTT^r 5T TT r= ( wi+wz) ^
stopband: 0-0 ^  r <^0-2 TT 
desired value in passband: 1-0 
desired value in stopband: 0.0
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Lg.3.0 Frecuency response of a lowpass 2— 3 j;i ?. dip- i_al filter
using McClellan transformation.
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maximum allowed deviation = 0-1 
As discussed in section 3-2 a 17 point 1-D FIB filter was 
desiqned. Then the McClellan transformation has been used 
to covert this 1-D filter into 2-D filter. Fiq.3.9 shows the 
frequency response of the hiqhpass 2-D FIE diqital filters. 
The computational time to desiqn this filter is 0-5 sec- on 
the SEL computer- 
Sxample 3- Bandpass filter
Desiqn a bandpass circularly symmetric filter, (with 
A=B=C=-D =0-5)
which is useful for imaqe processinq problems, of spatial
filter 17 X 17 with the followinq specifications;
2 2- %passband: 0.4 TT^r^ 0. 6 TT r= ( wi+wt) M 
stopband: 0 . 0 ^  r 0 - 2 TT K
0.8 rr^r^Tr 
desired value in passband: 1-0 
desired value in stopbands; 0-0 
maximum allowed deviation = 0.1 
As discussed in section 3.2 a 17 point 1-D FIE filter was 
designed. Then tne McClellan transformation has been used 
to covert this 1-D filter into 2-D filter. Fiq-3-10 shows 
the frequency response cross-section of the bandpass 2-D FIE 
diqital filters. The computational time to desiqn this 
filter is 0.5 sec-on SEL computer.
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3.4 FIR FILTER DESIGN OSIKG MIN DOBIHG TBCHHIOPB
3.4. 1 Bindow characterist ics
\
One possible way of ottaininq an FIR filtfer that
approximates the frequency response or any diqatal filter
would be to truncate tne Infinite Fourier series h(ni,nz)-
Direct truncation of the series leads to the well known
Gibbs phenomenon. A acre successful way of obtaininq an FIR
filter is to use a finite weiqhtinq window sequence w (nt,n2)
to modify the Fourier series coefficients. The task for
windowinq is to cnoose an appropriate window function
wini,n5). The desired properties of tne transform of the 
.2.
window are
* jV i jwi
1. »' (e ,e ) should approximate a circularly symmetric
3- The volume under the side lobes should oe small.
It has been shown by Huanq f 13] that qood two-dimensicnal 
windows satisfymq the 'above properties can be obtained froQ 
qood one-dimensional windows via the relation ^
wnere w is an appropriate one-dimensional window sampled at 
tne appropriate values.
t unction.
 ̂ jWt jWJ ^2- The volume under the m a m  lobe of W (e ,e ) shoula
be larqe.
w(ni,nz) = w +nl )
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3.4.2 Design method
If we denote the N-pcint windows as w (n) , for 0 n ^ 
N-l a^d the circularly symmetric two-dimensional window 
w(ni,n2) can be obtained via the relation
and we denote the impulse response of 
the digital filter (obtained as the inverse Fourier 
transform of the ideal- frequency response of the filter) as.
A
h(ni,nn), then the windowed diqital filter is given as
A Ah (ni , n2 ) =w (Di , nt) h (m , na ) 3 m. N 1 - 1
0 ^ ni N2— 1.
= 0 otherwise  (3-6)
In order, to design windowed filter requires 
specification of
1. Type' of ideal filter- i.e., lowpass, highpass, 
bandpass or bandstcp filter.
2. Filter cutoff frequencies.
3. Type of window- i.e., rectangular, triangular, 
Hamming, Hanning, Chebychev or Kaiser.
4. Window duration in samples-
From tne filter specifications the sequences w (n2 , na) and
A
h(nt,na) are computed and the windowed filter is obtained as 
the final output.
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3.4.3 . Fora of Windows





5. Generalized Haoainq Window
6 - Kaiser Window and
7- Dolph-Chebychev Window.
3-4.3-1 Rectangular Window
For N odd, v(n)=1 -(N-1)/2 ^ n ^ {N-1J/2--------- (3-7a)
For S even, w(n)=1 - (N/2) ^ n ^ (N/2-1)----------(3.7b)
3.4.3-2 Trianqalar Window
For N odd w.(n) =1-1 2nl/(N+1) -{N-1)/2 ^ n ^ (N-1)/2
—  (3.8a)
For h even w (n) = 1-1 2n+1)/N - (K/2) n ^ (N/2-1)
(3- fib)
X
3-4-3-3 Hamming Window 
For K odd,
w in) =0-54 + 0- 46 cos£ 2TTn/(N-1} ] -{N-?j/2 4 a ^ (N-1)/2
-------(3.9a)
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For N even,
v (n) =0.54+0.46 cosf2TT{2n+1)/2 (N-1) 1 - (N/2) (S/2-1)
-------(3.9b)
3.4.3.4 Banning Bindow 
For N odd,
w (n) =0.5+0. 5 cosf 2irn/(N + l) ] - (S-1) /2 < n ^  (H-1)/2
------ (3. 10a)
For N even,
a (n)=0.5+0.5 cos[ 2TT{2n+1) /2 (N+1) 1 “ (N/2) (N/2-1)
------ (3. 10t)
*
3.4.3.5 Generalized Hanninq ixndov 
For s odd,
w(n}=«< + (1-«)cos[2irn/(N-1) ] - ( N - 1 ) / 2 ^ n ^  (N-1)/2
------ (3.11a)
For N even,
v (n) = ot + <1-*) cosf 2V(2n+1) /2 (N-1) ] - (N/2) ^ n ^  (H/2-1)
------ (3.11b)
where is variable parameter. -
3-4-3-6 Kaiser iindow 
For N odd,
w (n) = ^ ° 1 ~~ - (N— 1) /2 .< n < (N-1)/2
 ̂  (3.12a)
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For N even, 
w(n) =
L, [ /8y 1 _ 4 . ^ a / ]  _
loC/ll
(N/2) ^ n ^ (N/2-1) 
------- (3-120)
where /) is window parameter related to minimum stopband 
attenuation-
3-4-3-7 Dolph-Chebychev Bindow
w (n) is ootained as the inverse DFT of the Cnebychev 
polynomial, evaluated at N equally spaced frequencies around 
the unit circle. The parameter of the Dolph-Chebychev 
window are the ripple,the rilter lenqth and the normalized 
transition width-Only 2 of the 3 parameters can be 
indepentently specified £ 2 1 - If ripple and transition width 
are specified, th’en the rilter lenqth N is determined by the 
equation
N £  1 +
*1 r i + sp -[cosh. |_ S|> J
»C0Sh- LcoS CTTZkF)} ̂
If the filter lenqth and ripple are specified, then the
 (3.13)
transition width is determined as
rcosK-1 T'-t* P~~l~lCosh[— i L JJ
----- (3.14)
Finally if the parameters filter lenqth and transition width
are specified, then the ripple Spis determined as
1
= (3. 15)
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3-4.4 Results of the 2-D window design technique
As in the case of McClellan transformation desiqn 
technique results here in the case of windowing also similar 
types filters like lowpass, hiqhpass and bandpass filters 
are considered. The impulse response of all these filters 
can te obtained for different kinds of windows discussed in 
the previous section.
Example.1- Lowpass filter
Desiqn a lowpass circularly symmetric filter, which is
useful for image processing problems, of spatial filter^.
%
kernal 17 X 17 witn the followinq specifications:
y *  ̂ ^
passbaad: 0 .0^  r ST Q.2 TT r= ( wi +w/ )lz
stopband: 0-4 f  < r t t
desired value in passband: 1.0 
desired value in stopband: 0.0 
maximum allowed deviation = 0.1 
As discussed a 2-D FIB filter has been desiqned using 
Hamming window. Fiq.3.11 shows the impulse response of the 
lowpass 2-D FIR digital filters. The computational time to 
desiqn this filter is 4.8 sec. on SEL computer.
.Example 2- Hiqhpass filter
Desiqn a hiqhpass circularly symmetric filter, which is 
useful for imaqe processing problems, of spatial filter 
kernal 17 X 17 with tne followinq specifications:
passband: 0_4 TT$r^TT r= ( wi2+w:)Vi
stopband: 0.0 £ r? G-2 TT
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desired value in passband: 1-0 
desired value in stopband: 0-0
maximum allowed deviation = 0-1 
As discussed a 2-D FIE filter has been designed usinq 
Hamming window- Fiq.3.12 shows the impulse response of the 
hiqhpass 2-D FIE diqital filters. The computational tine to 
desiqn this filter is 4.S sec- on SEL computer.
Example 3- Bandpass filter
Desiqn a bandpass circularly symmetric filter, which is 
useful for imaqe processing problems, of spatial filter 
kernal 17 X 17 with the followinq specifications: 
passoand: 0 . + ̂ ^  ciO.bTT r- ( wf+wf)^ 
stopband: 0.0 £ r^ 0 .2 TT
4
G.8 TTS r ̂  TT 
desired value in passband: 1-0 
desired value in stopbands: 0-0 
maximum allowed deviation = 0.1 
As discussed a 2-D FIH filter has been desiqned usinq 
Hamming window. Fiq-3.13 shows the impulse response of the 
bandpass 2-D FIR diqital filters. The computational time to 
desiqn tnis filter is 4.8 sec. on SEL computer.
k single, program has been written to calculate the 
spatial filter kernel of any size usinq all seven windows is
t
listed in Appendix-
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riHirc inPut.sc r c s p o n s c  <rr«>
DIGITOU fluTCR BCSIGN USING
WINDOWING t c c h n i g u e  
h IGm PASS p i l t c r
^riLTCR KCRn CL SIZC = IT x ;7
M U : M ( 1 1 7 : . O O O O C + O O s h C 1 7 1 S M C 1 7  1 7
N 2  > S M C 1 1 6 s . O O Q Q C - O O s h c 1 7 •» S H I 1 7  1 6
H 3  > : M C 1 ; s ; . O O O O C ^ O O s h c 1 7 3 ; M ( 1 7 1 5
H 4  ) 1 1 4 : . Q £ O O C + O O s  H < 1 7 4 : H ( 1 7  1 4
N 5 )  ; H ( t 1 3 : . O O Q O C * O C ; K ( 1 7 3 s M i  1 7  1 3
H 8  > : H ( 1 12 : . 9 8 7 7 C - 0 3 s H l 1 7 6 S H C 1 7  ; 2
H i 7  > =  M C % 1 11 s . 9 8 7 7 C - C 3 s H < 1 7 7 : H C . 1 7  I t
H < 8 ) zHl 1 10 : . 9 8 7 7 C - Q 3 2 H C 1 7 8 =  M C 1 7  1 0
H  I • 9 ) : H t : 9 : . 9 9 7 2 C - 0 3 ; h c 1 7 9 S H C 7 9
H  I •t I  > S H I 2 1 7 : . C O O O C - O C : H C 1 6 1 S H C  1 6  1 7
H  C 2  ) t H C I S = . O O O O E - G O i N C 1 6 ■> S H C  1 6  1 6
H  ( ■> 3  ) : H ( •» 1 5 s . 0 0 0 0 C * 0 0 s m C 1 6 3 : M <  1 6 5
H i ■* 4  > : H < »* 1 *4 s . 9 8 7 7 C - 0 3 i H i 1 6 4 : H (  1 6  1 4
H  ( •> 5  > : N < 1 3 s . 9 8 7 7 C - 0 3 s H C 1 6 5 = K i  1 6  1 3
H  i 2 6 > s H C 2 12 s . 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 s h c l o 6 s M C  1 6  12
H  V 7 )  S H C 11 H 2 Q C - 0 2 s H C 1 6 7 s H C  1 6  11
H  I S  > : M ( 2 10 - . 1 4 2 0 E “ 0 2  s h c 1 6 3 S H C 6  10
H  i z 9 i ; H ( •» 9 : . 1 4 2 Q C - 0 2 : H i 4 ' G 9 S H i  1 6 9
H  4 3 : ) : H  C 3 1 7 s  . O O Q Q C ^ C O s H i ; : H C  1 5 7
H i 3 2  > t H C 3 1 6 ;  . O O O O C - O O s h c ■> : H i  1 5  •1 6
H  i 3 3  ) ; K C 3 1 5 s , 9 Q 7 7 C - 0 3 : H  C 3 5  1 5
H  i 3 4  ) S H C 3 - 1 4 s . 9 Q 7 7 C - 0 3 : k c 4 S H C 5 4
H  I 3 5  l s H C 3 1 3 s . 1 4 2 0 C *  0 2 : H  t 1 5 5 S H C 5 3
H  * 3 6  > s H  t 3 12 s  . 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 i m c b '.HK 5 2
H  1 3 ? ) : h ( 3 1 1 s . 2 6 3 1 C - 0 2 : h c 7 : M (  1 3  I t
H  t 3 6 ) : h i 3 10 r , 2 6 5 i C - 0 2 ; h i 8 S H C 3 0
H  I 3 9 )  : H  i 3 s s , 2 6 5 1 C - O C s H  c 9 S H C 3 9
M  V 4 i > :  H  I 4 1 7 s . O O O O C * Q Q : h i 1 S H C 4 7
H x 4 2 ) : H t 4 1 6 : . 9 8 7 7 E > 0 3 s H C 2 s H 4 b
H i 4 3 ) : H ( 4 1 5 r . 9 8 7 7 C - 0 3 = H i 3 ;H 4 5
N  * 4 4  ) S H C 4 1 4 : . 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 s h c 4 S H C 4 4
H  < 4 5  ) = M C 4 1 3 z . 2 6 5 i C - 0 2 s H ( 5 S H C 4 3
H I 4 6 ) = H C 4 12 r . 2 6 5 l E - C 2 i H ( 6 S H C 4 ■>
H  1 4 7 )  t H C 4 11 s . 4 4 9 3 C - 0 2 s H C 7 S H I 4 1
H  ( 4 0 ) : H ( 4 10 z . 4 4  9 3 C - 0 2  s H i a S H C 4 0
H  i 4 9  > = h c 4 9 s . 4 4 S 3 C - 0 2 : h c 9 : H 4 9
H  4 5 1 ) : H C 3 1 7 s . O O O O C + O C s h c 1 S H C 3  1 7
H  4 5 2 ) : H  C 5 1 6 s . 9 8 7 7 C - 0 3 s H i 2 S H C 3 6
M  I 5 3  > S H ( 5 1 3 : . 1 4 2 C C - 0 2  = h  t 3 S H C 3  1 5
H  1 5 4  ) S H C 5 1 4 s , 2 6 5 i C - 0 2 : h < 4 : H C 3  1 4
H  ^ 5 5  > : H C 3 1 3 s . 2 6 5 1 C “ 0 2 i H  c 3 S H i 3  - 3
H  ( 5 6  ) :  N C 3 ^2 = . 4 4 9 3 C - C 2 s h c 6 I H  i 3  1 2
H i 5 7  ) s K C 3 1 1 : , 6 6 6 7 C - C 2 : h c 7 S H C 3  < I
H  I 5 8  ) ; H i 3 10 s . 6 6 6 7 C - 0 2 : h c ♦ *» e S H C 3  * 0
H  t 9 1  S  H  V 5 9 : . 6 6 6 7 C “ 0 2 s H t 9 : h 3 9
H 6 1  ) ; H ( 6 1 7 s . 9 Q 7 7 C - 0 3 s k ( * "9* «- 1 : H 2 7
H 6 2 ) : H < 6 1 6 s . 1 < 2 0 E - 0 2 : H C 12 » 2 : h > 6
H i 6 3 > = H < 8 1 5 s - 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 ; h ( 3 S H C 2  1 5
M i 6 4  ) S H C 6 1 4 : . 2 6 5 l E - 0 2  s h c 4 S M C 2  1 4
H 6 5  ) = H C 6 1 3 : . 4 < 9 3 C - 0 2 s H C 5 : H t 2  1 3
H G 8  > : M ( G 12 s . 6 6 6 7 C - 0 2 = H f 6 : H -» 2
H b 7 )  S H < 6 11 s . 6 6 6 7 C - 0 2 = H i 12 7 S H C 2 ,
H 6 8  ) s H C 6 10 s . 0 8 4 O C - O 2 : h  c ♦ -> 8 : H l 2 0
H 6 9 )  : H ( 6 9 s . 8 8 4 0 E - 0 2  s h  c 9 S H C ~» 9
H i 7 i  ) s H < 7 1 7 s . 9 Q 7 7 E - 0 3 s H C 1 : H < 1 7
H  t 7 2  ) s H C 7 1 6 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 s h < -> b
H I 7 3 )  : H < 7 1 5 s . 2 6 5 i C - 0 2 = h c 3 S H i l 5
H 7 4  ) S H C 7 1 4 s . 4 4 9 3 C - 0 2 = h c 4 S H C I 4
H i 7 5  i : M < 7 1 3 : . 6 6 6 7 C - 0 2 : H C 5 S H C : 3
H 7 6 ) = H  C 7 12 s . 6 6 6 7 C - 0 2 : h c 6 Z  H « 2
M 7 7  ) = H C 7 1 1 s . 8 0 4 O C - O 2 s h c 7 S H i i I
M 7 8  ) : H ( 7 10 s . 1 0 6 0 2 - 0 1 : M < a S H C : 0
H 7 9 )  : H t 7 9 s . 1 0 6 8 C - 0 1 s h c 9 : M C : 9
H 6 1  J : H  ( a 1 7 s . 9 8 7 7 C - 0 3 s H C 1 S H C c „ 7
H 6 2  ) S H C e 16 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 : h C 1 C 2 : H < 0 6
H 6 3 )  =  H  < 8 1 3 s . 2 6 5 l C - 0 2 : H i 10 3 S H C 0 . 5
H 8 4 )  s H  C 0 1 4 s . 4 4 9 3 C - 0 2 s H C 10 4 S H C 0 . 4
K 6 5  ) S H C 6 1 3 S . 6 G 6 7 E - Q 2 S H C 10 5 S H C 0  1 3
H  I 8 b ) : H ( 8 12 s . 8 0 4 O E - O 2 : H  i 1 C 6 S H C 0 .2
ti a 7 ) ZHi 9 1 s . 1 0 6 Q C - 0 1 z H < 10 7 S H C 0  1 1
H a 8 ) S H C 8 10 : . 1 t S l C - O l : H C 10 e S H C 0 .0
H  < 8 9  J r H C 8 9 s . 1 1 9 1 C * 0 1 s  H ( 10 9 S H C 0 9
H  I 9 t  J S H C 9 1 7 s . 9 0 7 2 C - O 3 s h c 9 1 S H 9 . 7
H 8 2 )  S H C 9 16 s . 1 4 2 0 C - 0 2 s m < 9 2 S H C 9 .6
H V 9 3  ) s  H C 9 1 3 : . 2 6 5 1 C - 0 2  s h  c 9 3 S H C 9 . 5
H 9 4  f s * H  C 9 1 4 s . 4 4 9 3 C - 0 2 s h c 9 4 S H 9 »4
H  i 9 5  ) S H C 9 1 3 s . 6 6 6 7 C - Q 2 s h < 9 3 S H C 9 . 3
H  ( 9 6  ) 1  H  C 9 12 : . 0 0 4 O C - O 2 s h c 9 6 S H i 9 . 2
H i 9 7  > S H C 9 1 : , 1 0 6 Q C - 0 1 : M ( 9 7 S H C 9
H  t 9 a >  s h c 9 10 s . 1 i S l E - O l s H C 9 8 S H C 9 . 0
H i 9 9 )  S H C 9 9 : . 9 Q 7 7 £ + Q Q z H( 9 9 S H C 9 9
-is- •̂'"•2 Impulse response of a hi~h.pa.ss 2,-d digital filter
windovin,- technicue (iia.T.i:.in/r vineow, .
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f i l t e r K E R N E L  S I Z E  =  1 7  X 1 7
M C X X  ) : N ( X 1 7 s . 0 0 0 0 C » 0 0 j H I : M l  1 7 1 7 )
Hi 2 ) : H C 1 1 6 s . 0 0 0 0 C * 0 0 : H (  1 7 2 =  H C  X 7 1 6 )
Hi 3 )  : K l 1 I S = . O O O O E * O O s H i  X ? 3 -Hi 17 1 5 )
Hi 4  ) s H C 1 1 4 i . O Q O O O O O t H C 4 ZHi  I ? 1 4 )
H  C 5 )  * W < 1 X 3 r . O O O O C - O O - . H l  1 7 5 =  H C  1 7 1 3 )
K C 6 ) : H < 1 12 s  . 1 X 7 ? E - 0 9 s M C  ' 1 7 6 S M C  , 1 7 1 2 )H t 7 ) : H l X 2 X s . 2 8 4 l C - 0 9 t H l 7 S M C  1 7 11 )
Hi Q  ) s X X G s . 3 2 7 1 C ~ O Q - H i  1 7 6 S H I  X ? • 1 0 >
M l 9  ) : n ( X 9 s . 4 9 3 2 C - 0 6 s h i  . 9 : H (  » 1 7 9 )
H  *, 2 n : M { -v» 1 7 s . O O O O C ^ O O s M l  1 6  * : H (  X  6 1 7 )
M  ( 2 v  ) :  H  ! ■* 1 £ s  . O Q O Q ! > 0 0  = H t  1 6 2 : H (  1 6 1 6 )
>*( 2 3 ) : H ( 2 1 5 s . O O O O E * O O s H C  l u 3 :  H I  1 6 X 5 )
M  I 2 4  ) : H l 2 2 4 s . 3 7 6 9 C “ 0 9 : H (  1 6 4 S H C  1 6 1 4 )
H  i 5  ) : H i 1 3 s . 2 9 4 3 C - 0 9 s M ( 2 6 5 : H i  1 6 1 3 )
M  I > 6  ) : H ( 2 22 s . O Q O O E  * 0 0 : H l  1 6 6 r H C  1 6 1 2 )
H •» 7 > s H ( 2 X I r . 4 4 3 1 C - 0 8 ; H <  1 6 7 2 H  I 1 6 1 1 >
M 0  ) : M l x o : - 4 2 9 i C - 0 Q : m i  1 6 8 s H (  1 6 1 0 )
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'-.1 y Impulse response of a bandpass 2-D sZR digital filter 
using windowing technique (damning window;.
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C h a p t e r  I V
APPLICATION OF THE 2-D FIE FILTER DESIGN USING
NTT CONVOLVES
4. 1 BOBKISG PRINCIPLE 0£ JHTT COKVOLVER
The desiqn' o: the convolutional filter is based cn the 
Number Theoretic techniques ana is implemented via 2-D 
radix-2 NTT aloqorithm. The filterinq operation is performed 
by tafciaq the NTT of tne imaqe, multiplying this by the NTT 
of the filter impulse response and tnen taitinq the inverse 
of the product. Tne convcluticnal filter hardware is 
orqanized to compute the circular convolution of an 128 X
128 image vitn 128 X 128 spatial filter kernel.
As shown in Fig. 2-1 the NTT convolver forms a part of
the imaqe processing system. Since the main purpose of the
convolver is to process tne image at very hiqh speed, it is 
necessary to interface this device to the CPU through a high 
speed data interface (HSD).
- 51 -
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4.2 HIGH SPEED DATA IHTBBFICB
The hiqh. speed data interface (HSD) is an optional 
feature for the SYSTEMS 32 SERIES computer- It provides a 
full 32-bit parallel interface to a customer designed device 
{NTT- convolver) at cates upto 834 K transfers per seccnd-
The handler desiqn is based on the notion that the HSD 
hardware 'acts as a controller : it performs the handshaking 
with the CPU and performs all SE1S0S operations needed to
« A
fetch and store either the data or status relating to the 
required operations. Therefore, references to the HSD 
simply imply controller functions which are qeneric to I/O 
operations in general. The device attached to the HSD is « 
user addition. The general assusmption about the device is 
that it can source and/or synchronize data with the 
possibility of presenting device specific status on request- 
Some important points about HSD :
1. High speed data transfers upto 834kwords per second. 
Each word is 32 bits. So effective data transfer 
rates of 334 * 4Knytes/sec.
2. Upto o4 K transfers per block­
s' Simple handshake protocol between HSD and customer
designed equipment {NTT convolver) -
4. 'External mode capability which allows the customer 
device to provide both memory aadjress and data for 
each transfer.
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»  *3- Automatic status postriu.
6 . inicrcouputtr Ixux capability.
4-3 AND CO N VOLUTION A.L FILTER I NT £K r AC H
Fig.4.1 suovs the ilccn diagram oi the interrace 
between tne Hiqh Speeu Data interface (HSD) and the Nil 
convolution filter. This interface loqic i s _controlled by 
the signals from tne HSD. Tne filter function register 
vithin tne interface can be loaded from the HSD to specify 
the next filtering function such as load image data, load 
NTT of tne filter coefficient, send filtered image, send 
camera data etc. Once the rilter function is specified the- 
data between tne ESD and the NTT convolver is transferred 
asyr.chronousiy at tne rate or 1-2 us per 32-bit word-
The NIT staqe/butterfly counter has been designed to 
serve dual purpose. During the transfer of data between the 
convolver ai£a the HSD it is used to count1 the number of 
pixels and during the convolution operation it serves as a 
stage and butterfly counter. The counter control generates 
tne necossary control signals for filling and flushing the 
butterfly pipeline so that a proper butterfly count can be 
obtained at the start of an NTT stage.
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Fig. *i«1 IJlock diagram of Image Procenning fjyotem and Convolution Filter Interface.
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4-4 DATA T R A N S F E R BE TWEEN S E L  3 2 / 2 7  AND KTT C O N V O L V E R
Before going into the proctuure or data transfer
lni_* c o n v o l v e r - mil rue o^./2* l o t  t.;> s t.ij.1 t.no
possible transfers chat can occur
1. Transfer of NTT of rilter coefficients to the 
convolver.
2. Transfer ox image data, to be convolved-
3. Transfer ox command to filter such as clear main
counter, sta.rt filter, read status etc-
u. Transfer of filtered inaqe from the convolver to SEL-
We sua.ll now see how' these various types of transfers 
are performed. Ail the programs have been written in 
assembly language to improve the computational time-
•
4'-4 .j Transfer of NTT of filter, coefficients
Tne assembly language subroutine used for this purpose 
is LDCOF. This subroutine can be called from a FORTRAN 
program as
CALL LDCOF JIDAT,I££1,IEE2,X0Ch) 
w he re
IDAT _____   Data array containing NTT of filter coefficients
to be sent to tne convolver.
1221 ...... Status of handler posted in the File Control
Board (FC5) -
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IE82 ...... Status of device as posted by the handier in
Input/Output Command List' (IOCL) .
IOCti ...... Parameter to indicate that the I/O operation is
complete.
The IOCL used tor this purpose is qiven below.










wnefe HSD command X*A2* means Input transfer. Device 
status request and command chain,
^  Oser Device Dependent (UDD) command X*30* means 
Clear tlain counter of filter,
/ t GEN 32/W(DATA) is to qenerate dummy data address, 
HSd\ command X*02* means Output transfer and command chain, 
UDD command X'20* means Load coefficients into filter, 
16/X’hOOO* means the transfer count is 16 K words, HSD 
command X*A8 * means Input transfer. Device status request 
and interrupt after completed processinq Input/output 
Control Block (I0C3) and ODD command X*00* means NOP
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4.4.2 Transfer of 128 X 128 image to the HTT consolver
f
The asseuoly lanqaaqe subroutine used for tnis purpose . 
is LDIHG and can. be called from a FORTRAN main proqram as 
CALL LDIJ1G (IDAT, IE£lrIEB2,10CJl) The parameters qiven are • 
similar to that of LDCOF. The IOCL for tnis purpose is qiven 
below.
IOCL GEN 3/1*12*,3/X*3G*,16/0 
GEN 32/K (DATA)
DATAD 0
GEN 8/X* 02* , 3/X*10*,1b/X* 1000*
GEN 32/0 
DATAD 0




where all tne HSD and UDD commands are same as for LDCOF 
case, the only two differences are UDD command X M O *  which 
means Load m a q e  and XMQGO* indicates that the transfer 
count is 4 K words.
4.4.3 Transfer of filtered image from convolver to SEL
Tne assembly language subroutine used for this purpose 
is STFIHG, and can be called from a FORTRAN main program asy
CALL STFI21G (IDAT / I£R1/1ER2, IOCrt)
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where all the paraaetecs mean the same as for the two 
.previous cases. The IOCL used in this subroutine is 
IOCL GEN S / X ' A i ' . B / X ^ O M o / O  
GEN 32/H (DATA)
DATAD 0






Here aqain tne -HSD and-UDD commands are the same as for 
the previous two cases.i The only differences are the HSD 
command X'32* which means Bead data and command cnain, the 
UDD command X'10* now means Bead' filtered iaaqe bach from 
convolver to SEL and X*2O0O* indicates that the transfer 
count is 3 K words. (It should be noted that the filtered 
data is 16 bits whereas the input data is only 8 bits- Hence 
the transfer count is doubled)
!4.4.4 Transfer of 256 X 256 iaa'ae from SBL to convolver
To transfer an xmaqe of size 256 X 256 we seqment the 
imaqe into nine sections each of size 123 X 128 or less- 
Then the section is transferred into a dummy 128 X 128 array 
which is then transferred by the procedure explained above.
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The transfer to the dummy array is made faster by means of 
an assembly language program DdAT.
4.4.5 Transfer o£ commands and status
This is made possible by an assembly lanquaqe 
subroutine CLSsT which can be used for clearing the main 
counter of NTT convolver, for startinq the convolver and for 
reading the status of the .convolver,
*
4.5 - APPLICATION OF NTT CONVOLVER IN IHAGB PROCESSING
\ *
Let us consider the various steps involved in usinq the
• — j  *■
convolver : >
1, Scaling filter coeff icien.ts; - The'NTT convolver has 
been designed to qive a 16 bit output- Hence the 
output data can be scaled such that the output can 
fully utilize this range- However, the image data can 
be assumed to have mean value which is a constant- 
Hence tne rilter coe-fficients can be scaled such that 
the output is limited to 16 bits,
2- NTT of scaled filter coefficients:- Since it is 
*** intended to use the filter to pre-process imaqes in a
real time envirornment it can be assumed that the 
same rilter can be convolved with different images. 
Hence the convolver is designed to store the NTT of
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the scaled filter coerficients rather than computing 
it each time by means of hardware. Hence it is 
necessary, to compote the NTT of filter coefficients 
by means of software.
3i. Transfer the NTt of the scaled filter coefficients to
the convolver as mentioned in section 4.4.1.
4. Transfer image data to NTT convolver as mentioned in 
section 4.4.2.
5- Perform convolution usinq NTT convolver.
6 . Transfer filtered image from NTT convolver to SEL
32/27 as explained in section 4.4.3. .. .
4.6 PSEUDO-COLOOH IHAGE FBOCBSSIBG
*
A recent and potentially powerful area of digital image 
processing is the use of pseudo colour for imaqe display and 
enchancement. The motivation for asinq colour in image 
processing is provided ny the fact that the numan eye can 
discern thousands of colour shades and intensities- This is 
in sharp contrast with the eye's relatively poor performance 
with qray levels. This type of processing is important in 
detecting a small fault in a manufactured part or growth of 
cancer in a tissue. The obiective in this technique is to 
assign a .colour to each pixel based, for example, on its 
intensity.
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4 - 7  F I L T E R I N G  A P P R O A C H  FOR I M AGE P R O C E S SING P R O B L E MS
rig.q. 2 shows a filtering approach scheae roc image
p ro e v S i> in u  pm osicm s x* a t  i s  o a ^ u 011 .  n e i« i  q h x> p d
convolutional filter. The J a m  idea depicted here is that
the Number Theoretic Transform or an image is modified '
independently oy tne filter functions to produce the
filtered images that can be fed into the K, G and B inputs
* xof the AYD1N colour monitor.
In image processing, the filters required for image
smootninq applications have the magnitude characteristics
that are generally lowpass in nature and linear phase
\
characteristics over most of the frequency domain- 
Sinilarly the filters required for image sharpening
V
applications have magnitude characteristics that are
t
generally Lighpass in nature ana linear phase 
characteristics over most of the frequency domain.
The image enhancement eifect can be achieved by 
bandpass filtering the images. As indicated earlier in
chapter III, the suitable filters for all these problems can
* 1
be obtained using the transformation ot 1— D digital filters
and windowing techiques-
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4 - 8  F I L T E R  D E S IG N  AS A P P L I E D  I N  T H E  S Y S T E M
As r.er.troneJ ^cioro tho^c rilter design techniques art: 
tc ui_ useu m  tne image processing system <i.> a J"L-e'— 
processing step. Here the proceuure has keen siupiliiifcd 
sucn that it can be used even by the untrained personnel- 
The following- menu pads can be used for this purpose-
Fiq.4.3 shows the menu pad of the qencral system. The 
filtering operation can then re started cy selecting the
"rilter Image" in tne menu pad. Tnis step invokes the
%
filterinq alqorithm usinq the convolver. Now at is necessary 
to select the_,type or the technique that is to be employed 
for filterinq the image. This selection can be done by 
touching eitner "TcansforsatiOii" or "window" as shown_,in 
Fig.4.4. Immediately the next step to be rolloved will 
appear on the touch sre'cn. In tnis case the McClellan 
transforaation technique Fig.4 .6 will appear vhich indicates 
the type of filterinq operations to be done. In the case of 
the windowinq technique first the type of window to be 
selected will appear' as shewn in Fiq.4.5, then it will be 
followed by the Fiq.4.6.
4-8-] Image smoothing
One way of achievmq a snootmnq image is to pass the image 
throuqn a lowpass filter and tnus emphasize the low 
frequency components of the image. Consider the image of
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0
5 Menu pad of the general image processing system.
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w i n d o w ]
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r»e of window to be used
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Jig. *+.6 Menu for selection of the tyre of filtering operation.
I
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Fig.4.7 which is tne original i ac.ge of the- piston mead- Ibis 
image can be smoothened ny convolving with lovpuss filters 
which attenuates the nigh frequency components as shown in 
riq.a.d ar.U 4-S. r'iq.4. o is the smoothened image using 
transformation ox 1-D aiqital filter technique whereas 
Fiq-4.9 is the smoothened image using windowing technigue-
4,8 - 2  Image sharpening
Cften it is required to make an image sharper- One way of 
achievinq this objective is to pass the image through a 
hiqhpass filter and thus emphasize the high frequency 
conj?on,ejrts*. of the image- Consider the image or Fig-4.7 whica * 
is the oriqinal image of the piston head. This image can he 
sharpened by convolving with highpass filters which 
attenuates the low frequency components as shown in Fig-4-10 
and 4.11. Fiq-4-10 is the snarpened image usinq
transroraation of 1-D digital filter technique whereas 
Fiq.4_11 is the sharpened image using windowing technique.
4 -8 - 3 Image enhancement
Some cases it is necessary to obtain an enchanced 
iaaqe. The principal objective of ennancement technique is 
to process a given imaqe so that the result is more suitable 
than the oriqinal image. In order to achieve this, consider 
the oriqinal piston head image of rig-4.7- This imaqe can be
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Fig.4.7 Original image of the Piston head.
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Fig.4.8 Lowpass 
McClellan
filtered image using 
transformat ion.
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Fig.4.9 Lowpass filtered image using 
Windowing technique.
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Fig.4.10 Highpass filtered image using 
McClellan transformation
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" Fig.4.11 Highpass filtered image using
; Windowing technique
X
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r. * •
encnarceu ay tanupass filtering the in<*qe« Fig.4.12 shows 
the encnanced image obtained by usiaq McClellan 
transformation technique whereas Fig-4-15 shows the enhanced 
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Fig.4.12 Enhanced image using McClellan 
transformation.
\
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Fig.4.13 Enhanced image using Windowing 
technique.
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&  ^
C h a p t e r  v .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5-1 -SUMMARY OF THE WORKDONE
Tne problem considered in this work is: »* Image 
filtering using the NTI convolver ", An outline of this work 
is .shown in Fig. 4,2- In this direction the following work 
has beer, accomplished.
V. Investigation has been bade into various two- 
dimensional FIR filter design techniques.
2- Two-dimensional frequency response and impulse
response which can be used with the NTT convolver 
have been obtained using m e  McClellan 
transformation. Similarly the 2-D impulse response 
has been obtained usinq the Kindowing technique,
3. Algorithms nave been developed for scaling the filter 
coefficients and computing their Number Theoretic 
Trarsform.
4. Alqoritnns for transferring the filter coefficients 
have been generalized.
5. Algorithms for transferring the image data to and 
from tne convolver have been tested.
- 17 -
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78
The <13 0 vc di<joritiiss aave boon tested 0:1 various 
images.
Image saootninq, image sharpening and image 
enhancement efiects nave U<_-r, itvestiqared by 
lowpass, hiqhpass and nandpass iiltering the image.
5-2 CONCLUSION
The work described in this thesis demonstrates the 
successful implementation of 2-D FIE digital filters in 
inaqe processing applications, specifically these filters 
can be used in pre-processing to smooth, sharpen or enhance 
the imaqes which will greatly aid in automatic machine 
identification of features in the irnage-
however, care should ^ e  taken in the design of these 
fillers to select appropriate cut-off frequencies, scaling 
of filter coefficients to get best results. Si^ce the viewer 
is the best judge for the performance of the filter, tne 
display system and its hardware plays very important role in 
illustrating the results- It is suggested that a smoo£B^—  
variation in colours over the dynamic range of grey levels 
provides a better viewer perspective-
1
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$JOB MAIN UARMA* RAUI SLOFzDUMMY
SNOTE ***************************** *** **** **************** 
SNOTE FILE NAME :- MAIN
SNOTE THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR DEMONSTRATING
SNOTE THE FILTERING OPERATION USING THE TOUCH SCREEN
SNOTE ************************** **************************
SNOTE LOOK - LOAD MODULE TO GENERATE THE COLOUR LOOK-UP TABLE
SNOTE OBTAINED FROM THE FILE LOOKCOL
SNOTE PROG1.SU - LOAD MODULE TO DISPLAY TWO TYPES OF
SNOTE DESIGN TECHNIQUES ON THE TO.UCH SCREEN
SNOTE ' WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM THE FILE PROG1
SNOTE PR0G2.SU - LOAD" MODULE TO DISPLAY SEUEN TYPES OF
SNOTE WINDOWS ON THE TOUCH SCREEN WHICH IS
SNOTE FROM THE FILE PR0G2
SNOTE PR0G3.SU - LOAD MODULE TO DISPLAY FILTER TYPE ON 
SNOTE THE TOUCH SCREEN WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM
SNOTE THE FILE PR0G3












SNOTE FILRTDSU LOAD MODULE TO FILTER THE IMAGE USING THE .
SNOTE ’ SOFTWARE SIMULATION OF THE NTT CONUOLUER WHICH
SNOTE IS IS OBTAINED FROM THE FILE FILRTD
SNOTE OR
SNOTE CONFILSU - LOAD MODULE TO FILTER THE IMAGE USING THE
SNOTE HARDWARE NTT CONUOLUER WHICH IS OBTAINED





SIFT FILE WINDFIL WINDOW 
I-ET FILE TRANFIL TRANSFORM 













ONE.SU - LOAD MODULE TO DESIGN THE 1-D FIR DIGITAL
FILTER WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM THE REFERENCE 2.
TWO.SU - LOAD MODULE TO DESIGN 2-D FIR FILTER AND
SCALING THE FILTER COEFFICIENTS WHICH IS OBTAINED 
FROM THE FILE TWO 
THREE.SU - LOAD MODULE TO DESIGN 2-B FIR FILTER USING 
WINDOWING TECHNIQUE WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM 
THE FILE THREE 
SCALESU - LOAD MODULE TO SCALE THE FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
WHICH IS OBTAINED FROM THE FILE SCALE
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SJOB PROG1 OARMA*RAUI. SLOF=DUMMY 
SOPTION 2 3 4 5 ̂ 7  
SEXECUTE F O R T R A N ^
C* * * * * * * * * * * * *  *  * * *  * * *  * *  * * * * * * * ** '■# * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C FILENAME :- PROG1
C TO DISPLAY TWO TYPES OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES ON THE TOUCH SCREEN
C ******** *c IK * * * ** * * * * * * ******** * * * * * ******* ****** * #* * *** * * * ****** #. >*. * * * *
IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 (A-Z)
I N T E G E R S  FCB(IS)» DEUICE* TIME* 5NSBUF 
DIMENSION XC5)*Y(5)*IX(5>*IY(5)
DIMENSION BA N N E R (20)
INTEGER*1 ICHARCS3 *IDCHAR C 20 3 
EXTERNAL IAND* CHAR 
COMMON /FCBS/ FCB*SNSEUF 
COMMON /MAXBLK/ RITMAX*SOTMAX,CHNMAX '
COMMON /UWPBLK/ RIT U I W (15)•LF T U I W (153*TOPOIWt153 *BOTUIW(153 
COMMON'/CONLIM/ R I T C O N (153*LFTCON<153*TOP C O N (153*BOTCON(153- 
COMMON /PARSET /  TABNUM • - 











CALL M C W O U T (663
2 READ C 5* * 3 COL 
IFCCOL.EG.O) GO TO 10 
R E A D (5**3CX(I3*Y(I3*1-1*5)
CALL CURPOSCXC13*Y C 133
DO 1 1=2*5 
CALL TTTCXCI3*YCI33 
1 CONTINUE
XX = X Cl) +5- *• YY = Y ( 13 +5 
CALL CURPOS C XX* Y Y 3 
CALL PIXF0RCC0L3 
CALL FIL 
, ...READ (5**3 LENGTH * XX* YY
R E A D (5 * 2 2 3 (IDCHARCI3*I=i*LENGTH)
22 FORMATC20A13
CALL C U R P O S (XX* YY 3 
DO 23 1=1,LENGTH 
B A N N E R (13=IDCHAR Cl)
23 CONTINUE-
CALL R C H A R ( LENGTH* BANNER 3 
GO TO 2 ' '
10 READC1*31<ICHARCI 3 * I = 1 * 8)
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LCX:ICHAR(2)*100+ICHAR(.3)*10+ICHAR(4 >
LCYiICHARC5J *100 + 1CHAR (6)*10+ICHAR C T >
LCX:LCX*2 LCY:LCY*2 
ITCLCX.LT.256)*THEN
OPEN (UNIT: 2, FILE= 'WINDFIL' , BLOCKED: . FALSE.' , FORM : ' UNFORMATTED 
• CL0SE(UNIT:2)
ELSE





100 TYPE * , "ERROR OCCURRED IN INITIALISING'
•STOP
END
SASSIGN LIB TO GSYSTEMC SYSTEM )f^YDLIB BLOC:N
SASSIGN DIR TO GSYSTEM (SYSTEM) AYEfolR BLOC:.N ».
SEXECUTE CATALOG 
A3 1:CA7EC7 
A 1 5:PR0G1DAT 
BUILD PR0G1.SU,N0M 
SEOJ
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SJOB PfcOGl UARMA,RAUI SLOT-DUMMY 
SOPTION 2 3 4 5 17 
SEXECUTE FORTRANc * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * *
C FILENAME PR0G2
C TO DISPLAY SEUEN TYPES OF WINDOWS ON THE TOUCH SCREEN
C *** * ** * * ******** * * * * ****************** * ****** * * ** **** ** ***** * ***** * * * 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 CA-Z)
INTEGER*4 F C B C 16),DEUICE,TIME,SNSBUF 






COMMON /UWPBLK/ RI T U I W <15),LFTUIWC15),TOPUIUC15) , B O T UIWCIS)
COMMON /CONLIM y R ITCONC15),L F T C O N (15),TOPCONC15),BO T C O N (I S )













2 • READC 5, * )COL
IF(COL.EQ.O) GO TO 10 •
READC5, *) CXCI),YC.I).I = 1,S)
CALL CURPOSCXC1),Y C 1))
DO 1 1=2,5 _
CALL TTTCXCI),Y CI))
1 CONTINUE
XX = XCl)+5 ; YY = Y (i )+5




R E A D (5,22)CIDCHARCI),1=1,LENGTH) t








3 FORMAT(9 A 1 )
DO 4 1=2,7
ICHAR(I ) = ICHARCI)- X '30'
4 -"^CONTINUE
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. *• LCX=ICHARC2)*I00+ICHARC3)*10+ICHAR(4)
LCY=ICHARC5)*100+ICHARC6) * lO+ICHAR (.7 ) 
LCX=LCX*2 ; LCY=LCY*2 
IFCLCX.LT.128) THEN 
ITYPE=1 




GO' TO 31 
ENDIF
IFCLCY.GT. 384) 'THEN 
ITYPE=?
GO TO 31 
ENDIF
I F (LCY.GT.256) THEN 
IFCLCX.LT.256) THEN 
ITYPE:5 
GO TO 31 
ELSE
ITYPE = S 





GO TO 31 
ELSE
ITYPE=3 
GO TO 31 
ENDIF 
ENDIF





100 TYPE *, 'ERROR OCCURRED IN INITIALISING'
STOP
END
SASSIGN LIB TO <?SYSTEM C SYSTEM > A YDL IE 3L0C-N 
SASSIGN DIR 'TO ©SYSTEM(S Y STEM)AYDDIR 3L0C:N 
SEXECUTE CATALOG
A3 1=CA7£C7 ' .
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SJOB PROG1 UARMA.RAUI SLOF=DUMMY 
SOPTION 2 3 4. 5 17
SEXECUTE FORTRAN ,
C* ****** **#****'*************#***** *****************************)£*****: 
C FILENAME PR0G3
C TO DISPLAY TYPES OF FILTER TO BE USED ON THE TOUCH SCREEN
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 <A-Z)
INTEGER*4 FC8CIS),DEVICE,TIME,SNSBUF 
DIMENSION X C 5 ) ,YC 5 ) ,IXC5),IYCS)
DIMENSION BANNERC2D)




COMMON /UUPBLK/ RITUIWC1 5),LFTUIWC1 5 ).TOPUIW<15),BOTUIWC15) 
COMMON XCONLIM/ RITCONC15),LFTCON(15),TOPCONtIS),BOTCONC15) 
COMMON /PARSET/ TABNUM






CALL IOINIT CDEUICE,ERRST A T ,*100)
CALL SELUIWC1)




IF<COL-EQ.0) GO TO 10 
READC5,* ) CXCI),Y C I ),1=1,5)
CALL CURPOSCXC1),Y C 1))
DO 1 1=2,5
CALL TTT CXCI),YCI)3 " '
1 CONTINUE
XX = XCl)+5 ; YY = Y < 1 )+5 
, ‘CALL CURPOSCXX, YY) ■
' CALL PIXFORCCOL) ’
CALL FIL
READC5,*)LENGTH,XX,YY
READC5,2 2 ) CIDCHARCI),1=1.LENGTH) ' •
22 F0RMATC20A1)
CALL CURPOSCXX,YY)
DO 23 1=1,LENGTH 






DO 4 1=2,7 
■ ICRARCI)=TCHARCI)-X'3Ct'
4 CONTINUE • . ' • s
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LCX=ICHARt2)*100+ICHARC3)*10+ICHARC4>
.j' LCY=ICHARC5)*100+ICHARC6)*l0+ICHARC?)









GO TO 31 
ENDIF.
ELSE -
. IFCLCX.LT.'TSS) THEN 
ITYP=1 
NBANDS=2 
GO TO 31 
ELSE
ITYPz-2 
NBANDS = 2 
-GO 'TO 31 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
31 OPENCUNITzS,FILE='DATA1',BLOCKED:.TRUE.,F O R M r 'FORMATTED
WRITE C Z ,  *) ITYP, NBANDS 




100 TYPE * , 'ERROR OCCURRED IN INITIALISING'
STOP *
END
SASSIGN LIB TO GSYSTEMCSYSTEM)AYDLIB BLOCrN 
SASSIGN DIR TO GSYSTEMCSYSTEM)AYDDIR BLOC-N 
SEXECUTE CATALOG 
A3 1=CA7EC?
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$JOB LOOKCOL SYSTEM,GOULD SLOP:DUMMY 








DIMENSION B U F F I <258),BUFFER < 2 5 b ).R E D <256).GREEN < 256),B LUE(256) 
EQUIUALENCE CBUFFI Cl),LOCBUF) , C BUFFIC 3) ,B U FFER<1> )






DO 10 1=1,16 
T E M P s (1-1)
■ RED <I )= TEMP
TEMP =CI-1)*3.0/15.0+0.5 " .




DO 11 1=17.24 
TEMPs 2.0 
RED<I):TEMP
TEMP = <24 — 1) *1.0/7.0+2 . 5 
G R E E N C I )=TEMP 
T E M P = <1-17)*1.0/7. 0+1. 5 
BLUE <I 5 = TEMP
11 CONTINUE
DO 14 1=25,32
TEMP= <I-25)*1.0/7.0 + 2. 5
RED C I )= TEMP
TEMP= 2.0
G R E E N C I )=TEMP
TEMP=2.0
BLUE <I )= TEMP
1 4  C O N T I N U E
DO 15 1=33,42 
TEMP=3.0 
RED <I )= TEMP
TEMPrCI-33)*I.0/9.0 + 2. 5 
GREEN Cl)=TEMP 
' TEMP=C42-I)*1.0/9.0+1.5
BLUE <I )= TEMP
15 CONTINUE
DO -16 1=43, 52
TEMP= C1-43)*1.0/9.0 + 3.5
RED Cl)= TEMP
T£MP = 3.0
G R E E N C I )=T£MP
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TEMP=1.0 










DO 18 1=65,85 






T EMP= Cl- 8 6 )*1.0/20.0+4.5
RED Cl)=TEMP








TEMP= <I — 1 07)*1.0/21.0+1.5
BLUE Cl)=TEMP
20 CONTINUE
DO 21 1=129,149 
RED CI)=5.0



















TEMP:C2 0 3 - 1 )*1.0/10.0+6.5
RED Cl)=TEMP
GREENCI)=6.0





TEMP= C I-20pn*l. 0/10. 0 + 6. 5 ■
REDCI 3 =TEMP 
GREENC13=6.0 
TEMP = 3.0 
B L U E (I 3 =YEMP
25 CONTINUE
DO 26 1=215,224 
RED Cl 3 =7.0
TEMP = ( 1 - 2 1 53^1^/S. 0 + 6. 5 
GREENC13=TEMP 




R E D (13=7
TEMP = 7 . 0
GREENCI 3 iTEMP
TEMP =-C 1—225 3*1 .0/10. 0+1 - 5
B L UEC13 = TEMP
27 CONTINUE
DO 28 1=236,246 
' RED CI 3 = 7
TEMP = 7.0 ' -








BLUE CI 3 = TEMP
29 CONTINUE
DO 66 1=1,256 
BUFFERCI 3 =0
CALL MUBITS C RED CI 3,0,3,BUFFER<13,03 
CALL MUBITSCGREENC13,0,3.BUFFER ( 1 3.3 3 




CALL AYWRITECFCB,LOCBUF,516,*100,S N S B U F ; 
GO TO 999 
1000 CALL X:BRKXIT 
200 CONTINUE
TYPE ' BREAK ERROR = ' ,ERR 
GO TO 999
100 TYPE ' WRITE ERROR ='»SNSBUF 
GO TO 999 
800 TYPE * , 'OPEN ERROR =',IERP 
999 CONTINUE
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STOP
END
SAS LIB TO GSYSTEM(SYSTEM)AYDLIB BLOCKEDrrN
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$JOB. R A U I  E E D E P T  S L O F = D U M M Y  
, S O P T I O N  2 3 4 5 17 20'
S E X E C U T E  F O R T R A N
C ------------- :------------------------------ ------------------ ----------------
C   F I L E  N A M E  TWO ; P R O G R A M  F O R  THE D E S I G N  OF 2 - D  ---
C   F I R  D I G I T A L  F I L T E R  U S I N G  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N I Q U E -----
C   A N D  S C A L I N G  THE F I L T E R  C O E F F I C I  E N T S .
C - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C I N P U T : -  I M P U L S E  R E S P O N S E  O B T A I N E D  F R O M  1-D F I L T E R
C O U T P U T : -  S C A L E D  2-D F I L T E R  C O E F F I C I E N T S
C N : F I L T E R  K E R N E L  S I Z E
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D I M E N S I O N  H W C 5 0 ) ,T C 50>
R E A L  M A G R C 2 5 . 2 5 )
I N T E G E R * 1  I T I M E C 4 , 1 2 )
I N T E G E R * 4 I M A G R (25» 25)
C O ^ P L k x  X C 2 5 , 2 S ) - Y C 2 5 - 2 5 )
C O M P L E X  C T E R M . C D U M , S U M  
E Q U I U a|l E N C E  CXC 1, 1 ) , I M A G R  C 1 , 1 > )
C D U M z C M P L X  ( 0 . 0 >• 1.0)
P I 2 > 8 L 0 * A T A N C 1.0).
N=17- . . .
0 P E N C U N I T : 1 , B L O C K E D : .F A L S E . ,F O R M : ’U N F O R M A T T E D ’ )
R E A D C 1 ) C H W ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N)
C L O S E (U N I T ; 1)
X CALL M: TDAYC ITIME"( 1 • 1 ) )
N U M : ((N - l )/ 2 )+1
N 2 ; N - 1
N 3 ; N U M - 1
N U M 1 = N U M - 2
FI :0 . 0-
F 2 = - 0 . 2 5
DO  33  I'=1,N
DO  -22 J = 1» N
W 1 : P I 2 * F 1
W 2 -PI2*F2
T R A N S  = 0 . 5* C -1 . O + CO S  ( W 1 *2 ) + C OS  ' U 2 * 2  i +C O S C W l * 2  ) * C O S  < 1-12*2 ) ;




T C K ) = 2 . 0 * T R A N S * T ( K - l )-T C K- 2  >
S U M : S U M + 2 . 0 * H W ( N U M — K ) * T (K )
11 C O N T I N U E
X C I * J ) :SUM
S U M : S U M * C E X P C C D U M * U i * 2 * N 3  ;
S U M : S U M * C E X P ( C D U M * W 2 * 2 * N 3 )
F l = F l + C 0 . 5 x F L 0 A T C N 2 ))
22 C O N T I N U E
F 2 : F 2 + ( 0 . 5 / F L 0 A T C N 2 ) )
33 C O N T I N U E
X C A L L  M : T D A Y C I T I M E C 1-2))
X W R I T E C S , 5 7 6 ) C C I T I M E C I ,J ) . I = 1 , 4 ) , J ;1,2)
X 5 7 6  F O R M A T (4 (5X > 1 3 / 5 X ) > / )
C A L L  DFTCN,_N, X, Y, 1 . G )
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DO 44 1=1,N 










TYPE S, TOT,, SCALE
6 F0RMATC5X,'AUERAGE UALUE = ',E 14.7,5 X ,'SCALE FACTOR = ’,E14.7)
9 DO 10 1=1,N 
DO 10 J = 1,N 
T E MP=MAGR(I ,J )*SCALE 
I M A G R d , J ) = T E M P
10 CONTINUE
OPEN(UNIT = 2,BLOCKED= .FALSE. ,FORM= * UNFORMATTED',INCREMENT = 4) 
WRITE ( 2) ( C IMAGR ( I ,J),J = 1,N),I=J.,N)





A 1 1=C0EF 
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SJOB RAUI EEDEPT SLOT z DUMMY 
SOPTION 2 3 4 5 1? 20 
SEXECUTE FORTRAN 
C
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ♦ > * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C x x x x x  FILE NAME :- THREE x x x x x
C***** DESIGN OF 2-D FIR DIGITAL FILTER USING *****
C***** WINDOWING TECHNIQUES *****
C******************************************** *******************
C
C INPUT:-ITYPE - TYPE OF WINDOW; ITYP - T‘jP£ OF FILTER
C (BOTH ARE 05T AINED FROM THE TOUCH SCREEN
C DEPENDING UPON THE REQUIREMENT)
C • . NF z EILTER KERNEL SIZE.
C F C , FL AND FH ARE THE CUTOFF FREQUENCIES
C OUTPUT:- FILTER KERNEL Oc 5IZE NF X NF '
C*********************.'***>-»-•. ■***»*>». + + *>»*'ik>-«***** *•**.* ************
^ilTIENS I ON W ( 9 ) . WIN i 9 . 9 ' . H ' S . S 1 
j REAL*4 HI (17, 17 3 
INTEGER*! ITIM E (4. 12'
COMPLEX X (9,9 3 .Y (9 - 9),W N ' 9■9:
PI=4. 0*ATAN( 1 . 0 .)
TWOPI - Z . Q*PI 
NF:17
OPEN ( UNIT=Aj. FILE= ’ DATA 3 ’ - BLOCKED - . TRUE . - FORM . ’ FOP MAT TED 'V: 
READC1,*) r$«PE 
CLOSE(UNITz13
OPEN (UNIT z 2 , FILE: * DATA 1 ' • BLOCKED - . TRUE . - FORM z ' FORMATTED ' 
R E A D (2.*)ITYP,NBANDS 
CLOSE(UNIT:2)
X CALL M:TDAY(ITIME(1,133
N : (NF +1 )/2
IF ( ITYP . NE . 1 . AND . ITYP . NE . 2 3 C-C TO SC 
40 FCz0.3
GO TO SO 
50 ' FLzO-2 : FH.zQ.4
SO IF(ITYPE.NE.73 GO TO 70
DPLOG z 60.0 
DFzO.OS ■
DP:10.0**(-DPL0G/'2C.C)
CALL CHEBC ( NF , DP, DF. N, a G- -(N '
70 IEO z M O D (NF,23
IFCIEO.EQ. 1 -OR. ITYF.EO. i .OR. ITYP.EO.2 GO TO 30 
NFzNF+1 
Nz (1+NF 3/2 
lEOzl 































I F C (W1*W1+W2*W2),GT.R*R) GO TO 19 
X(I1,J1)=CMPLX<1.0,0'.0>
GO TO 22 
R=TWOPI*FC
IFC(W1*W1+W2*W2).LT.R*R) GO TO 19 
XCI1,Jl)=CMPLXtl.0,0.0) •
GO TO 22 '
R1=TW0PI*FL 
R2=TW0PI*FH •
IF ( < ( W1*W1+W2*W2 ) . LT . Rl*Rl') . AND . C Wl+Wl +W2*W2 > . GT . R2*R2)G0 TO 19 




IF ( ( C W1*W1+W2*W2) . GT . Rl*Rl-> . AND . C W1*W1 +W2+W2) . LT . R2*R2)
* GO TO 19 
X CII,J 1 )=CMPLXC1.0,0.0)
GO TO 22
X ( 1 1,J 1)=CMPLX(0.0,0.05 
F2=0.5*FL0ATCJ1+1)/FLOAT(Ni 
CONTINUE 





DO 15 J:1,N ‘ ^
H C I ,J )= CABS CYC I .J ) ?
CONTINUE
T F  ( IT.YPE . EQ. 1 ) WRITE ( 6, 99S9) NF 
FORMAT < 23H RECTANGULAR WINDOW-NF = . I-1 ) *
DO 100 1=1,N 
UK I ) =1 . 0 
.CONTINUE
GO TO (200,110,120,140,ISO,160,170)• ITYPE 
CALL TRIANGCNF,W , N .I E O 1 
WRITECS,9988) NF
F O R M A T (22H TRIANGULAR WINDOW-NF=.14)
GO TO 180 
ALPHA = 0.54 
WRITE(6,998?) NF
F OR M A T (19H HAMMING WINDOW-NF=,14)
BET A = 1.O-ALPHA
CALL HAMMIN CNF,W,N,IEO,ALPHA.BETA)
W R I T E (6,9986) ALPHA 
F0RMATC7H ALPHA=,F 14.7)
GO TO 180 
ALPHA=0.54 
WRITECS,9984) NF
F0RMA.TC31H GENERALIZED HAMMING WINDOW-NF= , 14)
GO TO 130 
ALPHArO.5 
WRITECS,9983) NF
F0RMATC19H HANNING WINDOW-NF = , I 4)
■ NF = NF + 2
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. S8417*cATT-2C.96)**
NrN+1 
GO TO 130 
160 ATT = 60.0
IF (ATT. GT. 50. 0) BETA:0. 1 1 02* ( A T T-S. 7 >
IFCATT.GE.20.96.AND.ATT.LC.5 0 . 0 )5ETa 
1 0.4+C0.Q7B86*(ATT-20.96)>
IFCATT.LT.20.96 ) BET A = 0.C 
CALL KAISERCNF,W.N.IEO,3EIA>
W R I T E (6;9981) NF 
9901 F0RMATC18H KAISER WINDOW-NF:.14)
WRITE C 6 7 9900) ATT.BETA 
9960 F0RMATC6H A TT = .'F 1 4 . 7 . 7H BETA:.FI4.~'
GO TO ISO
170 CALL CHEBYCNF,W.N,IEO-DP•D F .XO,XN)
WRITECS. 9979) NF/
.9979 F0RMATC21H CHE"BY C H E U WINDOW-NF: . 14 5 
WRITECS.997S) DP.DF 
9976 F OR MAT ( 2X.. ’ DP: ' . F K .  7, DX. ' DF: ’ , F 14 . 7 )
180 IFCI TYPE.E G .5)NF:NF-2
IFCITYPElEQ.5)N=N-1 *
200 DO 33 1:1.N 
DO ’-33 Jrl.N
N G S T  i FLOAT ( I*I + j * .  ̂ .
IFCNN.GT.N) WIN C J. . J 0 : 0 . U 
IF CNN.LE.N) WIN(I.j ) :W rN N )
H C I . J 5 : W I N C I , J .1 *H C I . J '
33 CONTINUE
X CALL M:TDAYCITIMEC1 - 2) '
X WRITE C 6. 57b ) C ( ITIME <. I . J • I = 1 . 4 > . j = 1 . 2 ,.
X576 FORMAT C 4 C 5X, 13 , SX ) . )
WRITECS.9975>
9975 FORMAT C14H WINDOW .UALUES ■
DO 210 I:1.N 
DO 210 11 = 1.N .*
J:N+l-I
K = NF+1-I ~~~
J1=N+1-I1
K1=NF+1-I1
WR I TE C 6 . 9974 ) I, II. I . ‘K 1 . W I N >. I , j 1 > > K • I 1 . K ■ K 1
9974 FORMAT C 2 X . 'WC',I4.I4, ' ) : W C ’.14,14, ’ ' = ' •E 9 .4. ' : W C
*14, ' j ' )
' 21G CONTINUE 
220 IFCITYP.EQ.1 JURITEC 6.997 3 ;
9973 F0RMATC26H **LOWPASS FILTER DESIGN**)
IFCITVP .E Q .2)WRITE C 6.997 2)
9972 F0RMATC27H **HIGHPASS FILTER DESIGN**.'
IFCITYP.EQ.3) WRITEC6,9971>
9971 FORMATC27H **BANDPASS FILTER DESIGN**)
IFCITYP.E Q .4) WRITECS,9970)
9970 FORMAT C 2'7 H **BANDPAS£ FILTER DESIGN**'
IFCITYP.EQ. 1) WRITEC6,9969 ) FC 
9969 FORMAT C 22H IDEAL L O W P A S S ' CUTOFF:,F 1 4 . 7>
IFCITYP.EQ.2) WRITECS,9968) FC 
9968 F O R M A T (23H IDEAL HIGHPASS CUTOFF:,F 14.7)
IF CITYP.EQ.3.OR. ITYP.EQ.4) WRITE r 6, 9967 ) FL.FH
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996? FORMAT < 26H IDEAL CUTOFF FREQUENCIES-» 2F 14.7)
DO 250 Irly-N 
DO 250 Il=l,N 





Hl-C I, K 1 ) =HC J,J l 5 
H I C K , I I 5=H(J,Jl5 
H I < K , K 1 5=H<J,Jl5
W R I T E (6, 9 9 6 6 )  I , 1 1 , I , K 1 , H ( J , J 1 5 , K, 1 1 , K , K 1 
9 9 6 6  F O R M A T C 2 X ,  'HC',14,14, '):Hi '.,14,14, '5 = ',E 9 .4. ':Ht ',14,14, '5 = H( ',14 
*14, ' 5 ' 5 
2 5 0  • C O N T I N U E
WRITEC6,9965)
9965 FORMAT C1H xlH /1H /1H 5 
WRITEC6,9954)
9964 F O R M A T (1 H15
OPEN (UNIT = 3,BLOCKED =.F A L S E . ,FORM='UNFORMATTED')
WRITEC3) (■ (HI C I, J ) , J = 1 • NF ) , 1 = 1 , NF 5 
CL0SE(UNIT=3)
S T O P
END
SUBROUTINE TRIANGCNF,W , N ,I E O 5 
DIMENSION WC1)
FN=N
DO 10 1=1,N 
XI=I-1
IFCIEO.EQ.O) XI=XI+0.5 








DO 10 I = 1 , N
FI = I — 1 _ ■ . . \
IF CIEO.E Q .0 5 F I =FI+0.5 








DO 10 1=1,N 
XI=I-1
I F (I EO.E G .0 5 XI=XI+0.5 
XI=4.0*XI*XI
WCI5=1N0(BETA*SQRTC1.0-XI/XIND5 5 
W ( I )=W(I 5/BES







E= 1. 0 
DEzl.O










SUBROUTINE CHEBCC N F ,D P ,D F ,N ,X G .XN >
P I z 4 .0*ATANC1.0)
IF CNF.NE.0) GO TO 10 
Cl zCOSHINC C 1. O + DP )-'DP 3 
CO=COS(PI*DF)
•Xzl.O+Cl/ COSH INC 1.Q---CG:'
NFrX+1.0
N = (N F + 1 ) /2 ’
XN = NF— 1 
.GO TO 30 '
10 IFCDF.NE.O.CT GO TO 20
XN = NF— 1
Cl=COSHIN(C1.Q + D P )/ D P )
C2=C0SH(C l / X N ) .
-DFzARCCOSC1.0/C2)/PI 
GO TO 30 
20 XNzNF-1
CGT=C0SCPI*DF )
Cl=XN*COSHIN(1.O / C O )
DP =1.G/CC0SHCC1)-1.G )
30 X0= ( 3. O-COS (2. *PI*DF ) r 1 . -rCOS C 2. *PI*DF > ̂
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE CHEBYC N F ,W,N, I E O .B P ,D F ,XO.XN; 
DIMENSION W(l)
DIMENSION P R (256),P I (256)
PIE = 4.0*ATAN (1.0)
XN = NF— 1 
FNFzNF












20 P=DP*C0SHCC2*C0SHINCX) 5 ' ■>
30 PICI 5 zQ .0
PRCI)=P
IF CIEO.E Q .1) GO TO 40 
PRCI)zP*C0SCPIE*F5
PICI5=-P*SINCPIE*F5 - ■
I F C I .G T . CNF/2+1 55 PRCI5z-PRCI5 *





SUM = 0.0 ^
DO 50 Jzl,NF 
XJzJ-1
SUMzSUM+PRCJ5*C0SCTWN*XJ*XI5+PIC J 5 *SIN C TUIN*X J*XI 5 
■50 CONTINUE
M ( I 5 z SUM 
60 CONTINUE
C lzWC15 











10 •AzSQRT C 1 . 0-X*X5/X
ARCCOSrATANCA)
RETURN










SUBROUTINE DFTCN1,N 2 ,X ,Y ,S I G N 5
COMPLEX XCN1,N25,YCNl,N25,SUM,CDUM
TW0PIz8.0*ATANC1.05
CDUMzCMPLXC 0.0,SIGN 5 *TWOPI
DO 2 Izl,Nl
DO 2 J z1,N2
SUM = 0.0
DO 1 I1 z1,N 1
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DO 1 Jl=l,N2
SUM=SUM+CX(II,Jl)*CEXP(CDUM*(I1-1)*(1-1)/Nl)* 
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SJOB ENNAR SYSTEM SLOF =DUMMY 
SOPTION E 3 4 5 17 
SEXECUTE FORTRAN
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ************* 
C****** FILE NAME:- SCALE ****
C****** SCLALING THE 2-D FILTER KERNEL IN ORDER TO USE THE **** 
C****** NTT CONUOLUER ****
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C INPUT :T 2-D FILTER KERNEL OF SIZE N X N 
SCALE - SCALE FACTOR 
C OUTPUT :- SCALED FILTER COEFFICIENTS




O P E N (U N IT=1 * BLOCKED:.FALSE. * FORMr'UNFORMATTED')
READ (l)((X(ItJ ) , J : L N ) . I : L N )
C L O S E (UNIT = 1)
SUM=0.0
DO 5 I:l-N ‘






6 FORMATCSX* 'AUERAGE OALUE = ',E 1 4 .7,SX* ’SCALE FACTOR = '*El4.7)
9 DO 10 I = 1 * N 











A 1 1=C0EF 
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SJOB VARMA SYSTEM SLOF=DUMMY 
SOPTION 2 3 4 5 17 20 
SEXECUTE FORTRAN
C **** * ****** * * ********** * * ** * * * **** * *** * ** * * **** * ** ***** * *** **** ftc* * *
c f i l e n a m e  :-f i l r t d
C SOFTWARE SIMULATION OF THE NTT CONUOLUER
C**********ac******************-:**.* **'**********.******•****************» 
IMPL/Clf INTEGER Ch -K,0-Z^
REAL* AMI , A M 2 , BIG, SMALL, TEMPI , TEMP.
INTEGER*4 IX c 128, 128 ) ,IC <17, 1.7 )
INTEGER*2 IX641 C 128 > 128 ) , IX769 C 128, 1.20 >
INTEGER*2 IC641C128.128),IC76SC123-12S1
INTEGER*2 XIOC 1.28, 128, 2 ) , TFT ABC 12S, 2 ) , TFTAB1(123,2)
INTEGER*! IDX C128• 128) • 17 1 ME >. 4, 1 2 ’1 
• equivalence cxron, i, i .' ■ :x> i, : >)
COMMONXNTT1/INB,I03,NSTG
COMMON /GLOBAL 00/I X •IX641,1X768•IC641.IC769
CALL X INCLD I ' OSYSTEM < SYSTEM • G l OBALOC ’ ■ ’S Y S T E M ’. ’ Rl-! ’ • .FALSE » , 2
IF(LR.NE.O) GO TO 100
TYPE:*, ’ FILTER OPERATION IS GOING ON 1 ’
NFIL = 17
INB = 1 J IOB =2 ;NSTG-7
N=12S ;M = 7 ;M0Dlz641 :MODE =765 : I A 1=335;IA2 - 5 
TFTAB C 1 , 1 ) = 1 ;TFTAE1 ( 1, 1 ? :i
TFT ABC2,1)=IA1 :TF TAE1 I 2• I ' = I A2
DO 220 1=3,12S
I1=TFTABCCl-1),1)*IA1 : 12 : 7 FT A B 1 < C I - 1 ) , 1 * I A2
TFTABC I , 1)=M0D CXI,MODI 1 :TFTABl CI, 1) =MOD C12,MODS 5
220 CONTINUE
TFT ABC 1 , 2 ) = 1 ;TFTAB1C1 . 2 J=1
DO 330 1=2,128
TFTAB C 1,2) = TFT ABC C 130-1 ) , i : : TFT AB 1 (I,2)=TFTA31<.Ci30-Ii.i)
330 .CONTINUE
OPENCUNIT = 1,BLOCKED =.F A L S E . ,F CRM = ’U N F O RMATTED’ )
RE A D K 1 ) ( CICC I ,J ),J = 1,N F I L ) . I=1,NFIL)
CLOSE(UNIT=1)
OPEN CUNIT = 2,BLOCKED:.FALSE. - F O R M : ’UNFORMATTED’ )
READC2) C CIDXCI,J),J = l , N ), 1 = 1 .N )
CLOSECUNIT = 2)
X CALL M :TDAY CITIMEC1,!))
DO 152 1=1,N 
DO 152 J = 1,N 
IC641CI,J)=IC769CI,J)=0 
152 CONTINUE
DO 900 1=1,17 
DO 900 J=l,17
ICS41 C I, J ) =MOD-C ICC I , J ) , MODI )
IC769CI,J )=MOD CICC I ,J ) , M 0 D 2 )
IFC IC641 C I , J) . LT. 0) IC641 C I . J ; = 1064 1 C I , JW-tODl
IFCIC7S9 CI,J ).L T .0) IC7S9CI,J >:IC7 b9CI ,J )+M0D2
900 CONTINUE
DO 901 1=1,N 
, DO 901 J = 1 , N
1X641 C I , J ) = 1X769 C I . J ) = I DX <. I , J )
901 CONTINUE














DO 2 1=1,N 
DO 2 J=1,N
XIOCI,J,1)=1X641 Cl,J)
CALL M: TDAY-CITIMEC 1,2) >
CALL NTT2DCXI0,TFTAB,0,N>MODI) 
CALL M :TDAYCITIMEC1,3>)
DO 3 1=1,N 
DO 3 J = 1,N
1X641(I,J)=XIOCI.J,2)
DO 22 1=1,N .
DO 22 J = 1,N






DO 221 1=1,N 
DO 221 J=1,N 
XIOCI, J , 1)=IC641CI,J)
INB=1 ; I0B = 2
CALL NTT2DCXI0, TFTAB, 0, N, MODI)
DO 331 1=1,N 
DO 331 J=1,N 
IC641CI,J)=XI0CI,J>2)
DO 222 1=1,N 
DO 222 J =1,N 
X I O C I ,J , 1)=IC769CI,J)
INB=-i JI0B = 2
CALL NTT2DCXI0,TFTAB1,0,N,M0D2)
DO 333 1=1,N
DO 333 J =1,N
IC7S9CI,J)=XIOCI,J,2?
INU1 = 636 ;INU2 = 763 
DO 7 1=1,N 
DO 7 J=1,N
11=IC641CI,J)*INU1*INU1 




DO 8 1=1,N '
DO 8 J = 1,N '
ITEMP =1X641CI,J)*IC64TCI,J)
1X 641CI,J)rMOD CITEMP,MODI )
ITEMP =IX769CI,J)*IC769CI,J)
1X769 C I, J) =MODC ITEMP , M0D2 ')
CONTINUE
D0_ 1000 1 = 1,N
DO' 1000 J = 1, N
XIOCI,J,1)=1X641CI,J)
INB = 1 ;I0B = 2
CALL NTT2DCXI0,TFTAB,1,N, M O D I )
DO 1001 1 = 1,N 
DO 1001 J =1,N
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i
1001 1X641(1,J)=XI0CI,J,2)
DO 1002 I = 1 ,N 











BIG = 0.0 ? SMALL = 0.0 
DO 9 i =i ;n 
DO 9 J=1,N
IFC 1X769 ( I, J) . GT. 384 ) IX7S9C I.-J' r 1X769 i I • J)-M0D2 
IFC1X641(I,J ) .GT.320> 1X64 IC I,J 5z1X6 4I i I,J ) -MODI
ITEMPz1X769(I,J)-1X64 1CI,J )






IFC I TEMP 1 . LT. 0 ) I TEMPI z ITEMP 1 t-MODl 
TEMPIzITEMPl/16.0+0.5 




IFCIX(I , J ).GT.MlBY2 ) IX ( I , J ? z IX  c I, J  ) — M 1 
TEMPI=IX(I,J)
IFCSMALL.GT.TEMPI) SMALLzTEMP1 
IFCBIG.LT.TEMPI) BIG = TEMPI 
S CONTINUE
BIGrABSC BIG)+ABSCSMALL)
DO 572 Iz1 ,N 
DO 572 J z1,N 
TEMPlzIXC I, J)
TEMPlzTEMP1+ABSCSMALL)










100 TYPE *,'ERROR IN INCLUDING COMMON AREA ...’.UP 
STOP 
END
S SAS LIB TO FILLIB BLOCzN
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SAS DIR TO FILDIR BLOC=N
SEXECUTE CATALOG
A1 1=I0ENF17,,U
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SJOB UARMA s y s t e m  s l o f =d u m m y  




£ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE NTT OF THE FILTER COEFFS " ,
C THEIR INDICES.THEN IT FORMS A 24 BIT WORD USING
C 6 BIT NUMBERS'AND STORES IT IN A FILE FOP LATER USE
C**'5T*'** ******** ***************** *************** ***************** ** 
IMPLICIT INTEGERCA-H.O-Z)
INTEGER*2 1X641C128.126 >> I XTS3 C1 ZS •1 2S 3 
INTEGER* 1 IX162C12S, 123),.IX163».i2S, 1283 
INTEGER*1 IX2S2t128,128)»1X263(128,123 3 
INTEGER*! IND62 C 769 ) , IND63C769)
INTEGER** IUC769)
INTEGER*4 IXC126,123), I VC 128, 1 28i
EQUIUALENCE (I Y ( 1. 1 i , 1X641 (1, 11 ) , CIY C 1,6S 3 > IX76Si 1• 1 ) ) 
COMMON /GLOBAL 0 0 / I X , I Y ,IX 162.IX1S3, IX26H
CALL X _ I NCLD( 'G S YSTEM- SYSTEM 3G L OBALOO'. 'SYSTEM', 'RU' , .FALS 
1 2,IER) . .
IFCIER.NE.03 GO TO 7
TYPE * , 'ENTER THE SIZE Or THE FILTER, NFIL------ >'
ACCEPT * > NFIL
N=12S ;N=7 ;M0D1=641 :M0D2=769 ;IA1=335 ;IA2_5
Gl=3 ;G2=11 JIN01=636 :INU2=763
OPEN C UNIT:1,B L OCKED".FALSE. ,FORM: 'UNFORMATTED', INCREMENT;A 
1 REfiDCl)((IX(I,J)-J:l,NFIL),I:1,NFIL)
C L O S E (UNIT=1)
DO 1 I = 1 , N 
DO 1 J: 1,N
IFCI.L E .N F I L .A N D . J .L E .NFIL ? THEN 
1X64 1 Cl , J ) ;MOD CI X v I •J j ,M O D 1 '•
IX76SCI,J ) ;MOD CIXC I < J ' ,MODS 3 #
IFC1X641 C I ,J ) .L T .0 : 1X641 C I > J ' :IX&4 1 (I,J3AM0Dl
IF C 1X769 C I , J 3 . LT . 0 )■ 1X7 63 C I . J 3 ; 1X769 C I, J 3+MOD2 
ELSE
1 X 6 4 1 CI,J 3 =1X7 65 CI.J 3 r0 
END IF
1 CONTINUE
CALL T DNTT(1X641,M ,N,MODI , I A3 •0 3 
CALL TDNTT(1X769,M ,N , M O D ? , I A2.0 •
DO 2 1=1,N 
DO 2 J =1,N
I1=1X641CI,J )*INU1*INU1 S
1X64 1 CI,J )=MODCI1,M O D I ) '
1 1 =1X769 (I , J ) * I N U 2 * I N ^
1 X 769CI,J )=MODCI 1,MODS >
2 CONTINUE
CALL T ABIND(MOD i,61,IND62 > IND62, 10)
DO 3 I=1,N 
■DO 3 J = 1 , N 
K 1 =1X641(I,J 3 
1X162CI,J 3=IND62fK1+13 
1X163 C I , J ; =IND£3C K U  1 3























DO 4 1=1,N 
DO 4 .J=1,N 




NOW WE COMBINE THE FOUR 6 BITS I'NTO 32 BIT
DO 5 1*1,N 
DO 5 J =1,N 
IX CI. J ) = IX162 (I • J )
CALL M U B I T S (1X163(1,J),0 , 6 , IX(I,J),6)
CALL MUBITS ( 1 X 2 6 ^ 1 ,  J ) , □, 6, IX (I, J ) , 12 )
CALL M U B I T S (1X2631 I•J ) .0.6,IX(I,J),IS) 
CONTINUE
11 = 1 ;I2 = 6S :J1 = 1 • J2 = 65
DO 6 1=1,N 
DO 6 J =1,N ,4 
IY(I,J) = IX( II, Jl).
I YCI,J+l)=IX(I2> J l )
IYCI,J+2)=IX(II,J2)
IY ( I, J + 3 ) = IX ( 12, J 2 )'
Jl=Jl+l
IFCJ1.EQ.S5) THEN
Jl = l ; J2 = 65 ; n  = ll + l : 12 = 12 + 1 
ELSE
J2 = J2-H 
END IF 
CONTINUE
O P E N (UNIT = 2,BLOCKED=.F A L S E . •FORM = 'UNFORMATTED 
W R I T E C 2 )(CIYCI,j ),1=1,N ) ,J =1 ,N)
CLOSE(UNIT = 2)
STOP
TYPE- * , 'ERROR IN INCLUDING THE COMMON AREA' 
STOP 
END
SUBROUTINE TDNTTCIX,M,N,MODI,IA1,IER) - 
INTEGER*2 IXCN,N)
INTEGER*4 ITC123)
DO 9 1=1,N 
DO 5 J =1,N 
IT C J ) = I X (I,J )
CALL NTT(IT,M,N,MODI,IA1,IER)
DO 6 7=1,N 
IX(I,in = IT(J)
CONTINUE 
DO IS J =1,N 
DO 10 I = 1,.N 














DO 1 I=3,128 




N M 1:N-1 
J = 1
X DO 7 I = 1 • NM1
IFII.GE.J) GO TO 5 
T:IX(I).
IX ( I 1 : IX ( j )
IX C J J =T 
5 K = N U 2 '
5 IF(K.GE.J) GO TO '
J:J-K 
K;K/2 
GO TO 6 
7 J-J+K





DO 20 Jri,LEl 
TFrTUID(U)
IF CIFR.N E . 1) GO TO IS 
IF C U .E Q .1 ) TF-TUID■ 1 i 
IF(U.NE.l) TF = T U! I D f 1 3 C - U '
18 DO 10 I=J,N,LE
IP = I-*-LEl 
T^IXCIP }*TF 
T = M O D (T - M O D I )
IX C IP ') -  IX ( I ) -T
IX(I}=IX CI)+T
IX CIP);M O D (IX CIP j »MODI )
I X (I )=MOD(IX(I )/M O D I )
I F ( I X ( I P ) . L T . 0 )  I X ( I P ) : T X i I P ) + n O D l ^





SUBROUTINE' TABINDCMMCD1 . G i > INDS2, IND63, IU) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER 'A-H.G-I)
INTEGER*1 IND62C765).INDES^?S9i 
INTEGER*^ I N D (769J•;U i V G A /
S MI=62
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SM2=63
IU(1)=1M M i = n n o D i - i
DO 1 1=2,MM1 .
R=IOC 1-1)*G1 
R=MOD(R,MMOD15 
IU(I ) =R 
INDCR+1)=1-1
1 CONTINUEI U (M M O D 1) = 1 ■ IND(2)= 0









A 1 1=I0ENF17,,U 
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SJOB UARMA SYSTEM SLOF:DUMMY 





C ‘ . •
C THIS PROGRAM SENDS THE NTT OF THE FILTER COEFFS AND THE
C IMAGE TO THE NTT CONUOLUER AND GETS BACK THE FILTERED
C IMAGE FROM THE CONUOLUER.
C ’
C ASSIGN 1 1:NTT O E N F  > FILENAME FOR NTT COEFFS
C ASS1GN1 2 : IMAGE FILENAME. (UNFORMATTED* UNBLOCK Ê D)
C ASSIGN1 3 : OUTPUT IMAGE FILENAME. (--DO-*)
C
C************.***************-*--*-***** * * * * *************** *********** 
INTEGER*4 IX (126*1281,IF!^8192)
INTEGER* 1 IP ( 128 > 128 ) . I.TIME (4 . 12 )
EQUIVALENCE (I P (1• 1 1 * IP 1 ' I 1 )
COMMON /GLOBAL OO-'IX-IPl
CALL X I NCLD ( ’ OSYST EM ( SYSTEM) GLOBALOO ' , 'SYSTEM ' , ' RW ' , . FAL
1 2 * IE R)
IFC IER'. NE. 0 ) GO TO 1QG
TYPE * ,  ’THE FILTER PROGRAM HAS S T A R T E D ’ '
MODI: 6 4 1 :M0D2:7S9 
N-12S
OPEN(UNIT:1*BLOCKED - .FALSE. ,FORM- 'UNFORMATTED' )
R E A D (1) C (IX(I,J) > j :1 * i ( j * I : 1 » N )
CLOSE(UNIT :1)
OPEN CUNIT:2,BLOCKED:.FALSE. -FORM: ‘UNFORMATTED' )
READC2) C (IPC I-J) - - 1:1, N> -
CLOSECUN.IT :2)
TYPE * , 'WISH TO TRY HOMOMORPHIC FILTERING ^ YCl)/NiO)'
ACCEPT * , IHOM
IFCIHOM.NE.1) GO TO 110
ALOG255:ALOGlOC2S5.□)
DO 1 1:1,N 
DO 1 J :1,N









25 IFCIOCM.EO.1 ) GO TO 30
- GO TO 29 
30 CONTINUE
X CALL M:IDAYCITIMEC1,2) )
WRITEC6,2)IER1,IER2,IOCM 
IOCM:IER1:IER2:0 
X CALL M :TDAYCITIMEC1,3) ) -
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CALL LDIMGCIP1,IER1,IER2,IOCM)
IFCIOCM.EQ.1) GO TO 40 




FO R M A T (IX,'FCB S T A T U S : ’,Z S ,5 X ,'CONUOLUER STA TUS=',Z 8 ,5 X , 
'1 : ',13,/)
I0CM=IER1=IER2=0 • . _
CALL M:TDAYCITIMEC1.5) ) .
. CALL CLSRSTCIER1,IER2,1) ,-~-~
I0CM=IERl=IER2=0 •,__,,-
CALL CLSRSTCIER1,IER2.2)
I SAMP rQZOQOOOOl0 
ITESTzIAND(IER2,I SAMP)
IFCITEST.EQ.16) GO TO 50 
X CALL M:TDAYCITIMEC1,6)) ■
IOCM=IER1=IER2=0
CALL STFIMG CIP1,IER1>IER2,IOCM)
59 IFCIOCM.EQ.1) GO TO 60 
GO TO 59
60 - CONTINUE
X CALL M : TDAY C IT IME (1,7’*)
URITEC6,2) IER1,IER2,IOCM 
C. URITEC4,3 ) CIP1CI),I =1•8192)
C3 FORMAT C16 C ' ',8(Z 8 ,1X ),/) )
X CALL M:TDAYCITIMEC1,8))
Kzl
DO 70 1=1,N 





X CALL M*. TDAYC ITIME ( 1, 9) )
AMI:CM0Dl*M0D2)/lb.0+0.5 
AM2 = A M I / 2 .0 
E  ■ M l =A M 1
M 1BY2= AM2
BIG = 0'.0 ; SMALL = 0.0 
DO 571 1=1,N 
DO 571 J = 1,N
IFCIXCI,J).GT.M1BY2) I XCI,J )=IXCI,J )-Ml ^
TEMP 1:IX CI,J )
IFC5MALL.GT.TEMPIi SMALL=TEMP1 
IF(BIG.L T .TEMPI) BIG = T E M P 1
571 CONTINUE
' a BIG: ABS CBIG)+ABSCSMALL)
DO 572 1=1,N 
DO 572 J = 1,N 






















SOPTION 5 20 
SEXECUTE ASSEMBLE
CALL M:TDAYCITIMEC1,10))
W R I T E (6,576)C(ITIMECI, J)
FORMATC4 CSX,13, 5X), /•)
IFCIHOM.NE.1) GO TO 111
DO 574 Izl.N '




OPEN(UNIT = 3,BLOCKED-.FALSE. ,FORM= 'UNFORMATTED 
WRITEC3) C CIXCI.J) .J :1.N )>1 = 1,N)
CLOSE( UNI T  = 3 )
60 TO 15 ^








SUBROUTINE LDCOEFCI D A T , IEP: 
SUBROUTINE TO LOAD THE NTT
,IER2,IOCM)
OF FILTER COEFFS INTO THE CONUOLU
I0CL1
o .,n u i , 





I D A T .... DAT A ARRAY TO BE SENT TO THE CONUOLUER. 
IER1.... STATUS OF THE HANDLER POSTED IN THE FCB. 
IER2. STATUS OF THE DEUICE POSTED IN THE IOCL 




LIST ON, NOBATA,'NOMAC, NOREP 
M.EQUS
4
F C 3 1 ,FIL,I0CL1 
3 / X 'A 2 ',3 / X '30 













R 2 ,DATADR 
R 2 ,IOCL1+20 
R2,*2U,R1 
R2,SAUIER1 
































SAUE THE CONTENTS OF ALL REGS. 
ENTER SYSTEM DEBUGGER TO TEST. 
RESTORE THE CONTENTS OF REGS. 
TRANSFER PARAM LIST ADDR TO R1 
STORE DATA ADRR INTO R2 
SAUE THIS ADDR IN A LOC.
PLACE THIS UALUE IN THE IOCLS
GET THE ADDR OF IER1 INTO A OC
THIS IS TO GET THE ADDR OF IOCM 
STORE IT IN A MEMORY LOCATION. 
START CALCULATING RETURN ADDR




sue 1, X '25'
LF RO,SAUREG *
TRSW RO RETURN BACK TO THE MAIN PROGRAM.




LI R 3 , 1 TO INDICATE THAT I/O IS COMPLETE
STW R 3 ,*SAUIOCM LOAD THIS INFORMATION IN IOCM.
SUC UfUX*H RETURN BACK TO IOCS
SAUREG RES IF
DATA RES 1W





* SUBROUTINE LDIMG CIDAT,IER1,IER2,IOCM)
* SUBROUTINE TO LOAD THE IMAGE TO BE FILTERED INTO THE CONUOl
* * IDAT. . . .DATA ARRAY TO BE SENT TO THE CONUOLUER.
* IER! STATUS OF THE HAN DffER POSTED IN THE FCB.
* IER2.... STATUS OF THE DEUICE POSTED IN THE IOCL
*)4<






M .FCBEXP FCB2,FIL,I0CL2. 0,,N W I ,,,,E RR0R2,ERR0R2
I0CL2 GEN 8 / X ’A 2 ',S / X '30' ,lb/00
GEN . 32/W t DAT A )
DATAD 0
GEN S / X ' 02 ' ,S / X '10' ,16/X'1000/
GEN 32/0
DATAD 0
GEN 8 / X 'A B ',8 / X ”00 ',16/00
GEN 3 2 / W (DAT A )
DATAD 0
LDIMG STF RO,SAUREG SAUE THE CONTENTS OF ALL REGS.
T R R RO, R1 TRANSFER PARAM LIST ADDR TO Rl.
LA R 2 ,*1W ,R 1 STORE DATA ADRR INTO R2
STW R2,DATADR SAUE THIS ADDR IN A LOC.
STW R 2 ,I0CL2+2O PLACE THIS UALUE IN THE IOCLS
LA R 2,*2W,R1 GET THE ADDR OF IER1 INTO A LOC
STW R2,SAUIER1
LA R 2 ,*3W,R 1
STW R 2 , S A U I E R 2
LA R 2 ,* 4H,R 1 TH I5 IS TO GET THE ADDR OF IOCM
STW P.2, SAUIOCM STORE IT IN A MEMORY LOCATION.
A3R RO, 29 START CALCULATING RETURN ADDR
ADMW RO,0,R1




































RETURN BACK TO THE MAIN PROGRAM.
TO INDICATE THAT I/O IS COMPLETE 
LOAD THIS INFORMATION IN IOCM. 




















SUBROUTINE ST F I M G £IDAT,IER!.IER2.IOCMi 
SUBROUTINE TO READ BACK THE FILTERED IMAGE FROM 
IDAT....DATA ARRAY TO BE. SENT TO THE CONUOLUER.
IER1 STATUS OF THE HANDLER POSTED IN THE FCB
IER2. ... STATUS OF THE DEUICE POSTED IN THE'IOCL 








GEN 32/W C DAT A )
DATAD 0








•LA R2, *1W, Rl
STW R2,DATADR
STW R2,IOCL3+20
LA R 2 ,* 2 W ,R 1
STW R2,SAUIERl
LA R 2 ,*3 W ,R 1
STW R2,SAUIEP2
LA R 2 ,* 4 W ,R 1
STW R2,SAUIOCM
ABR R O ,29




, ,NWI, > r r ERRORS, t.RR0R3 
15/GO
16 / X ' 2 0 0 0 '
16/00
SAUE THE CONTENTS OF ALL REGS. 
TRANSFER PARAM LIST ADDR TO Rl. 
STORE DATA ADRR INTO R2 
SAUE THIS ADDR IN A LOC.
PLACE THIS UALUE IN THE IOCLS 
GET THE ADDR OF IERl INTO A LOC
THIS IS TO GET THE ADDR OF IOCM 
STORE IT IN A MEMORY LOCATION.
START CALCULATING RETURN H  . !DP
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LA 1,FCB3
sue 1 , X ’25'
• LF RO,SAUREG
TR3W RO RETURN BACK TO THE MAIN PROGRAM.
ERR0R3 LU R2,F CB3 + 12
LW R 3 ,I0CL3+44
STW R2,*SAUIERI
.STW R 3 ,*SAUIER2
•• • LI R 3 , 1 TO INDICATE THAT I/O IS COMPLETE
STW R3,*SAUIOCM LOAD THIS INFORMATION IN IOCM.
sue 1, X '2C ' RETURN BACK TO IOCS
SAUREG RES IF
DATA RES IW
SAUIERT RES 1W %
SAUIER2 RES 1W
DATADR RES • 1W
SAUIOCM RES 1W
END
* SUBROUTINE CLSRST(IER1, IER2,IS)
* THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED FOR THREE PURPOSES.










I 0 C L 4
I0CL5
CLSRST
2J..T0 JUST READ THE STATUS WITH A NOP.
3)..TO CLEAR THE MAIN COUNTER AND START THE FILTER.
IER1..... GIUES BACK THE HANDLER STATUS AS POSTED IN THE FCB
IE R 2  GIUES THE STATUS OF THE FILTER AS POSTED IN IOCL
I S ........USED TO INDICATE THE- FUNCTION AS FOLLOWS
-0......... CLEAR MAIN-COUNTER AND READ STATUS
 1.........CLEAR MAIN-COUNTER AND START FILTER.










GEN 3 2 / W (DAT A )
DATAD 0 
BOUND 4
M. FCBEXP F C B 4 , F I L , I 0 C L 4 , 0 , , , , , , , , ERRORl  
M. FCBEXP F C B 5 , F I L , I 0 C L 5 , □ , , , , , , , , ERRQR2 
STF RO, SAUREG 
TRR R 0 . R1  
LA R 3 , * 1 W , R 1  
STW R 3 , SAUIER1 
LA R 3 , * 2 W , R 1  
STW R 3 , SAUIER2 
ABR RO, 2 9  
ADMW RO, 0 , R1 
STW RO,SAUREG 
TBM 3 0 , * 3 W , R1
3NS NEXT1
*
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TBM 31 » * 3 W » R 1
BNS NEXTZ
SBM O ■ IOCL4+1
LA 1►FCB4
SUC l . X ’ZS'
Ll-I R5 . FCB*J+ 12
LN R4,I0CL4+2S










A3 F I L -U2 
A 1 1;NTTOENF..U
ASSIGN 2 TO. eSVSTEN i. IHAGE ■ FS 
A 1 3 r DUPIf'TY I m g  
CATALOG CCNFILSU,F,NOM 
SEOJ
THIS IS JUST TO READ THE STA 
GET THE HANDLER STATUS FROM
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